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Council Amends Archaeological Bill So As to Meet
All Valid Objections
COUNCIL Monday Afternoon.
It was 2tf) o'clock when President
Spiess called the council to order.
Recess of fifteen minutes was taken
to permit the members to meet First
Assistant Attorney General of the
United States, A. W. Cooley, who has
been at Fort Stanton, Lincoln county,
recovering from serious illness, and
who will shortly return to his official
duties at the National Capitol. An
informal reception was tendered the

distinguished visitor.
petition for local
Upton presented
to the comwas
referred
option, which
mittee on Territorial affairs.
Council Resolution No. 7, by Navar,
of a
ro, asked for the appointment-,committeie to consider

Special to The New Mexican.
15. The
Feb.
Washington,
Ilou.se of Representatives late to- V day passed a bill providing for
separate statehood for Arizona
and New Mexico.

doing away

with the duplication of work by the
territorial educational institutions. The
Mon recites the fact that large
money have been granted terinstitutions that are dupli-'- i
others work, while the
are suffering for lack
schools
jjuuiic

Will Refute Charge That Limitation
of Secret Service in Treasury
Department Worked to Interest
Criminal Classes.
Washington, Feb. 13. Responsible
officials connected with the detection
of crime in four different branches of
the government, gave testimony in
substance that the limitation in the
use of the secret service operators of
the treasury, has not been injurious
to prospective service. The officials
are Chairman Knapp, of the interstate
commerce commission; Win, L. Sol- eau, of the department of commerce
and labor; C. W. Trowbridge, chief
of revenue agents, and Assistant Sec
retary James E. Reynolds of the treasury department, in charge of the cus
toms service. This fact became known
today when their testimony, taken
during a hearing of the sundry civil
appropriation bill, was made public
by the House committee on appropriations. With the testimony of Secretary Garfield and Attorney General
Bonaparte it is relied upon by the
committee to refute the claim that
the limitation placed last year on the
secret service of the treasury department has worked to interest criminal classes.

?

of means..
Council Resolution No.

7,

by Mr.

Navarro:

BAR ASSOCIATION
COMMITTEES NAMED
President. Edward C. Wade, Sr., of

Whereas, the colleges, universities the New Mexico Bar association, has
and other territorial institutions of appointed the following committees:
Committee on Admissions R. C.
higher education have been receiving
A. .1, Abbott, J. S. Fielder, L.
out
Gortner,
large appropriations, apparently
of proportion with the ordinary public O. Fullen, B. M. Read.
Committee on Grievances
schools of the territory, as the total
J. ,M.
number of students of college grade Hervey, J. G. Fitch, W. B. Bunker,
G. W. Pilchard, E. W. Dobson.
is said not to exceed 500; and,
Whereas, It is understood that a
Committee on Law Reform Frank
inlarge part of the expense of these
Springer, H. B. Ferguson, M. C.
stitutions is caused by teaching the Mechem, E. A. Fiske, A. B. McMillan.
same branches' in each institution
Committee on Legal Education W.
instruction, J. Mills, E. A. Mann, E. L. Medler, A.
thus duplicating' the
whereas, each was intended to do a H. Hudspeth, F. W. Parker, W. H.
particular work and not interfere Pope, W. C. Reid.
with the proper work of the others;
Delegates to the next annual meetand, also, by having preparatory de- ing of the American Bar Association
partments much below college grade, J. F. Bonhani, F. W. Parker, Charles
local
which are practically only
A. Spiess.
schools for the vicinity.
Special Committee on Revision of
econNow, therefore, with a view to
the
Irrigation Laws George A. Richthese
of
administration
in
the
omy
Roswell; Thomas B. Catron,
ardson,
institutions, the committee on educaCharles A. Spiess.
Santa
Las
Fe;
to
the
tion is instructed
inquire into
matter aforesaid and any others bear- Vegas; Frank W. Clancy, AlbuquerRichard L. Young, Las Graces.
ing on the expenses of said institu- que;
Committee John R.
Executive
to
the
the
facts
and
tions,
report
,
A.
F. Walter, A. B.
Paul
Council together with such recommenII.
W.
H.
Santa
Fe;
Llewellyn,
dations on the subject as that
Las Cruces; A. B. McMillan, Albumittee may think proper.
querque.
House Bill No. 100, the "Archaeological School Bill" was by unanimous
consent reconsidered and amended so
that the board of trustees shall make
a report annually to the governor on
expenditures and other matters. All
members voted "aye" that the bill
pass as amended.
The committee on judiciary reported favorably Council Bill No. 17, for
the protection of creditors in the sale
of mercantile stocks out of the ordinary course of trade, with amendments. Similarly Council Bill No. 44,
was reported favorably with amend-

ments.

The following bills were introduc.

Council Bill No. 73, by Estevan Baca
to amend Section 29 of Chapter 89, of
the laws of the 37th general assembly. It refers to the transfer of students from one institution to another
of the Territory. Referred to the
committee on judiciary.
Council Bill No. 74, by Prince,
which reads as follows
An act to amend Chapter 47 of the
Laws of 1907, entitled "Au act to
regulate logging and prescribing
the rights to the use of streams for
floating logs, poles, timber, and
lumber therein, and for other pu
poses."
Be it enacted by the legislative as
sembly of the territory of New Mexico:
Section 1. Section 4 of Chapter 47
of the Laws of 1907, entitled "An act
to regulate logging and prescribing
the rights to the use of streams for
floating logs, poles, timber, and lum
ber therein, and for other purposes,"
is hereby amended so as to read as
follows:
Sec. 2. The persons or corporations using any stream. for the purposes aforesaid, shall be bound to exercise the 'greatest care to prevent
damage to any acequias or ditches, or
the dams constructed to bring water
into such acequias or ditches, or the
headgates of the same. They, shall
construct breakwaters to protect such
headgates and dams, and keep the
same in effective condition.
For all damages to such acequias,
(Continued

On Page Eight.)
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LOSSES EXECUTIVE EIGHTY YEARS OLD

Telegraph A Movement Has Been AlPoles are Down and Rail .
ready Started Looking Toroad Traffic Blocked
wards His
of

Re-electi-

Chicago, Feb. 1.1 Following the example of the January blizzard, a sleet
storm, which lias tied up the middle
west, is moving eastward leaving suffering and destruction in its wake.
Thousands of telegraph poles are
down in Missouri, Iowa and northern
states while railroad traffic is badly
hampered by heavy snowfall in
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio. Zero weather is recorded and
as far south as Texas it is unusually
cold.
The cold wave is to last
for some days in the northwest
HEAVY SNOWFALL IN KANSAS.
Kansas City, Feb. 13. With the
temperature seven degrees above
zero, and snow still falling, Kansas
City today faced the second blizzard
of the winter. Telephone and
service is almost demoralized.
Trains are many hours behind schedule. Reports of the weather bureau
show that snow has fallen over the
Min-nisot-

tele-grap-

a,

h

PAYS FINE.

Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 15. Henry
S. Priest, an attorney of St. Louis, and
H. Clay Pierce, chairman of the board
of directors of the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil
company, today filed in the Supreme
Court of Missouri an acceptance of
the terms imposed upon the company
by a recent ouster order of the court.
The fine of $50,000 was paid.
The ouster decree provided that
the company must show to the court
that it had severed all connections
with the Standard Oil company, and a
statement to this effect may yet be
required by the court.
STILL INSIST ON
OUSTING COMPANY
Jefferson City, Feb. 15. After a
conference between Governor Hadley,
the attorney general and the former

assistant attorney general, it was dethat this afternoon the attorney
general would file with the supreme
court a suggestion that the Waters-PiercOil company ouster order be
made effctive on the ground that the
terms of the order had not been complied with. The action Is to be based
upon the claim that the company has
not furnished satisfactory evidence
that it has severed its relations with
the Standard Oil company.
cided

e

I

!

New York, Feb.
.".
"President
Diaz will be president just as long as
he wishes. Our only regret is that lie
is in the evening of life. He in eighty
years old, and while in the best of
health, it cannot be expected that he
will be with us very much longer."
This statement was made by Senor
Jose Limantour, a brother of Jose
Yves Liinantour, the minister of fin- nt
fnv!,.n
..l.i:,. nuu titt
mini,
cuiv,
ui tVw
liic iuc.Mv:au
irimuut;,
is
in
New
Senor LiYork.
present
mantour made this prediction of what
might be styled "perpetual Diazism,"
while denying the rumor that his
brother would be a candidate for the
presidency of Mexico. The term of
President Diaz expires in 1912, but a
movement is already under way in
the republic, looking to his

D. A. R.

FEAR FOR SAFETY OF MEN.
Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 13. Oklahoma
is today in the grasp of one of the
worst storms in her history. Wires
are down in every direction. Cattle
on the range are
reported suffering
and there will probably be severe losses.
Zero temperature holds sway
all over the state. All trains are many
hours late. Much anxiety is felt for a
number of school appraisers working
in Beaver county who have not been
heard from since Saturday.

PUSHING DRY FARM
HOMESTEAD BILL

PERPETUATE
FAMOUS TRAIL

entire southwest.

Washington, Feb. la. Representative Mondell has presented to the
House the conference report on the
dry farm homestead bill. It cannot
be called up for consideration until
agreed to by the Senate.
When Senator Smoot presented the
report to the senate he undertook to
have it immediately acted upon, but
Senator Carter objected and insisted
that it go over until Monday, when
Mr. Smoott will renew his attempt
Mc-Fito secure adoption of the report, and
Rene-hanif successful, Mr. Mondell will call it
up In the House that day or the next,
it being a privileged matter.
Pinchot Will Probe Colorado Complaints.
BRINGS SUIT
Recently Senator Guggenheim placFOR BACK TAXES ed before Forester Pinchot a list embracing upward of 20 specific complaints made by Colorado ranchmen,
15.
Feb.
Albuquerque,
Alleging miners and lumbermen
against the
of taxes for the year
and
decisions
of
the
forestry
1900, District Attorney Frank W. jru.ings
; bureau, it being claimed in each case
Clancy has filed suits against theFrst that the bureau had acted with
National Bank, State National Bank stice and to the detriment of injuthe in-- j
and Bank of Commerce. In addition terests of the
complainants. Senator
to the amount of taxes unpaid, the
.Guggenheim asked that each case be
5
claims
interest
thereon
at
county
investigated, with the view to correctper cent.
ing improper rulings.
These suits are the result of the reSince, he has received notice from
fusal of the banks to pay the taxes Mr. Pinchot
that the complaints had
for 1906 upon the basis of the assess- been sent to
District Forester Smith
ment rate fixed by the territorial
Riley at Denver with directions to
board of equalization, the defendants make an
early report upon each
holding that the rate is not in propor- charge, and that if
it were found that
other
to
tion
the assessment against
any injustice had been done, it would
classes of property.
be corrected.
OIL COMPANY

E

Northern States Are Can Be Had by
President Diaz
Suffering From
Zero Weather
of Mexico
E

So

Far Thirty-OnGranite Stones
Have Been Placed As Markers.
e

Trinidad,

Colo.,

Feb.

NO, 2

STOCKHOLDERS ELECT
NEW DIRECTORATE

LIFE TENURE

SKPSEHIO

TESTIMONY OF RES- PONSIBLE OFFICIALS

sion Bill
LENGTHY

HER BUZZARD

PASSES AS PREDICTED

Also Put Through

ed

MEXICAN

15.

Daugh-

ters of the American Revolution are
interested in the celebration which is
to take place in Trinidad the first week
in March in connection with the marking of the old Santa Fe trail. It will
be held in Kit Carson park, which is
directly on the line of the trail, and
the citizens of Trinidad have raised a
fund of $300 with which to erect a
suitable mounment.
vUn Colorado the trail extends from
the Kansas to the New Mexico lines.
Several years ago the Daughters of
the American Revolution conceived
the idea of marking this prehistoric
The Colorado
legislature
highway.
appropriated $2,000 and this money,
with a fund raised by the society, has
been used to have the trail surveyed
and marked every five miles with
of
granite stones. About thirty-opthese stones are now in place. They
e

bear this inscription:
"SANTA FE TRAIL,
1822-187-

Marked by the
Daughters of the
American Revolution
and the
State of Colorado."

The trail will be marked its entire
length, th Colorado chapter of the
society being Interested only iln the
work in this state.

ESCAPED CONVICT
BEING RETURNED
So as Not to Be Recognizable by His Friends Who
Might Try to Free Him.

Is Disguised

Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 13 Fearing friends may attempt to hold up
the train and give him liberty, Frank
Shercliffe, who wag recently acquitted of a train robbery charge, will be
returned to Colorado in secret. Shercliffe escaped from the Colorado sheriff who was taking him to the penitentiary from Leadville, where he had
been convicted of murder, SubseJACK THE RIPPER
quently he was arrested in Tennessee,
AT LARGE the Minnesota authorities getting
possession of him because of the train
Women Walk Streets of Berlin In robbery affair. On the trip west
Shercliffe has been disguised in such
Absolute Terror.
a way as not to be readily recognized.
Berlin, Feb. 15 Mysterious attacks
upon women in the streets of this INSANE WOMAN
ESCAPES FROM ASYLUM
city,- - recalling the notorious "ripper"
cases of other cities, continue. Five
women of the working class were
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 15. Dodging
wounded hi the city and suburbs yes- the watchful eye of her nurse, Mrs.
terday while this morning the wife of Gasmeyer, a patient at the Insane Asya merchant was stabbed by an un- lum, succeeded in escaping and it is
known assailant. None of the women feared that she has gotten away on
were seriously hurt, A knife was some freight train, as she was laborused in every case and one of the vic- ing under a halucination that she
tims was stabbed in the arm, another must catch a train to join her husin the thigh, and still another was cut band.
She is five feet, seven inches in
in the hand when she fought off her
height, of medium build, sandy hair,
assailant.
slightly gray, is forty-fou- r
years of
COSTLY CLUB
age and at the time she disappeared
HOUSE DESTROYED she was wearing a brown silk dress
with a white figure, trimmed in
She took no wraps with her
green.
15.
Feb.
this
Fire
Pueblo, Colo.,
morning destroyed the club house of
the fashionable Minequa Club. The HOUSE REJECTS SENATE BILL.
loss is estimated at $40,000. Many
relics, paintings and curios, gathered Washington, Feb. 15. The House
from all parts of the world, were de- today rejected the Senate bill removstroyed. The origin of the fire is
ing the constitutional bar to Senator
Knox serving as Secretary of State.

Wagner

Expressed
By Sacramento

In

John

Valley
rigation Company.

HIT (!T0
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mm
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Ir-

The annnai meeting of the Sacramento Valley Irrigation Company was
held at Oro Grande, Otero county, on
Saturday of last week. This company
has recently played a very prominent
part in the public eye, especially in
New Mexico, on account of the tangle
into which its affairs have fallen, it
having been placed in the hands of
a receiver twice during nine months
last year. The stockholders, claiming to be the legitimate owners, on
September 11, Ifms, placed at the head
of the organization John P. Wagner,
with a view of straightening out the
company's affairs and to sii't the
causes that led to the company being
placed in the hands of a receiver twice
iu succession.
As a large amount of
in
$300,000
money, approximately
cash, had been paid for the stock and
apparently, according to the books,
there were outstanding halt a million
dollars' worth of stock with no apparent showing made for the money advanced. There has been interesting litigation inaugurated during the past
few months by Mr. Wagner on behalf
of the stockholders who have invested
their money in the project. The opponents of this reorganization us well
as certain promoters Interested in the
project, were not present at the meeting, but Mr. Wagner and those who
were present, personally and by proxy,
s
of shares
represented over
of the capital stock, and from the paror more
ticipation of the twenty-fiv- e
stockholders present, it was apparent
that they had every confidence in Mr.
Wagner and that he would succeed in
restoring to the company all the assets trv which they are contending.
New directors and officers were
elected and as expressed by one of the
stockholders who was present at the
meeting, the company is now in the
hands of men who are capable of
conducting the affairs of a business
enterprise. The stockholders look forward with confidence to the adjustment of the company's affairs within
the near future and the development
of its project.
The board of directors is now composed of John P. Wagner, Santa Fe;
Iowa;
Dr. W. L. Bullis, Allerton,
A. G. Widmer, Centerville, Iowa; A.
C. Palmer, Alamogordoo; F. D.
Kansas City, Mo.; Joseph E.
Campbell, Kansas City, Mo.; George
T. Kimple, Dog Canon, Otero county.
The officers of the company now are:
J. P. Wagner, president; Dr. W. L.
A. G. Widmer,
Bullis,
secetary; F. D. Pelletier, treasurer.
Mr. Wagner said to that It is his
intention to place the company on a
legitimate business basis and that he
will carry on the litigation which is
now pending and start such other litigation as may be necessary to bring
about an adjustment of the rights to
which the company is entitled, when
in view of the injunction granted by
the court, this can be done; and that
he will fight the cases against the
stockholders' adversaries until equity
and justice have been done to those
who have been inductd to invest in
the enterprise and put up their money
in good faith. Mr. Wagner is further,
con vinced that the project is a good
one; that its realization would be of
much importance to the Sacramento
Valley, the property of the company
miles
being located about fourteen
The developsouth of Alamogordo.
ment of this enterprise, will mean a
and
great deal for the future growth Alato
and
prosperity of Otero county
mogordo and surroundings particularly, not to speak of the advantages to
subthe territory in general, as many
take
and
stantial farmers will locate
up land under the proposed irrigation system.
two-third-

Pel-letie-

PHONE CONNECTION
WITH E.SPANOLA

SOCKS

Actress Says She
Craves For Home
Life
STAGE

LIFE

ABOMINABLE

Divorce is Being Sought
From Her Husband So She
May Marry a Clubman
San Francicco,
Feb. 1.". Because
craves home life with her children aiiii even the darning of socks, Is
the chief reason why .Mrs. Daniol
Frohnian, known on the ptage as Margaret lllington, is seeking a divorce
from her husband, according to an interview which she gave out at the
Clara Barton hospital this city, where
site is taking a
cure. The actress
does not. deny that site is to marry
Edward J. Howes, a prominent local
clubman and real estate operator. "I
did not leave Mr. Frohman to marry
Mr. Howies or you or anybody else,"
said Miss lllington to the interviewer.
"I left him because I could not bo
happy on the stage. The life of an
I crave
actress is abominable.
I
home life and children.
want to darn socks."
"From the first I told Mr. Frohman
I wanted home and domestic life. But
he wanted to make a great star of me.
I wanted to lead the life of a normal
woman. When I found that Mr. Frohman intended to keep me on the stage
always, my love diet;. So we parted."
site

ret

HONOR MEMORY
OF MAINE VICTIMS
Solemn Services Are Held at National
Capital On Anniversary of

Disaster.
Washington,

Feb. 15.

Memories ot

the men who were plunged to death
when the battleship Maine went down
in Havana

harbor, eleven years ago,
were today honored in song and story
in observance of the day, by military,
religious and patriotic bodies. At Arlington, around the granite shaft that
towers above 10.1 of the Maine victims were gathered a throng of people to participate in the services, unusual in their solemnity. Rear Admiral Sigsbee, retired, commander of the
battleship, was the chief
speaker and in stirring words he depicted the story of the catastrophe
which led this nation to war.

SUE FOR RETURN
OF TAXES PAID
-

J,

Denver, Colo., Feb. 15. Denying the
constitutionality of the state law of
1907, placing a license tax upon corporations, the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe railway has x filed suit
in the United States circuit court
against former Secretary of State
Timothy O'Connor for f7.G29.73. This
sum was paid by the railroad on May
2, 1907, under protest, in accordance
with the law which had been passed
but shortly before by the legislature.
In the complaint the company alleges that in 1899 it filed articles of
incorporation and paid all fines and
taxes then required by law. The latter act concerning the license tax it
claims is illegal. This tax requires
the payment of a tax of two cents per
share on every $1,000 of capital stock
in any corporation doing business
J
within the state,
The act, the company avers, ImIn adpaired all former obligations.
dition the railroad states that the business transacted by it in Colorado is
mostly interstate in character and not
Intrastate; and that It does much
business for .the federal government
In carrying mails.
Because of this
the company complain that the license act is in conflict with article 1,
section 8, clause 3, of the United

Yesterday the Santa Fe Electric
teleTelephone company established
and
Fe
Santa
between
service
phone
Espanola and today the people of
are doing nothing but talk
It is expected that twenty-ftelephone.
ive
phones will be installed at that
once. Connection has also
at
place
been made with Eli Clark's store at
The near future will see
Alcalde.
connection with San
Juan, Santa States constitution.
Cruz and Abiquiu.
Secretary of State O'Connor was
several times asked to return the
ROBBERS BLOW BANK SAFE.
taxes paid, but refused to do so, as he
naturally had no authority to declare
Muskogee, Okla., Feb. 15. The safe the act constitutional or unconstituin the First State bank at Oklahoma tional.
was blown by robbers this morning
and $1,140 secured. The bank build- NEW SANTA FE
la

Sheriff Ramsey's
ing was wrecked.
RAILROAD LINE
bloodhounds traced the robbers to the
outskirts of town where the trail was
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 15. Presilost. It is believed that the robbers dent
Ripley of the Santa Fe lines,
were the same band who were recently
while here, gave out a brief
who,
t
TCnnsns.
..M.tiniy in11 a!ithfrn
"
vycidwiica
statement with reference to the
branch line from Arizona into CaliforLOCAL OPTION BILL PASSES.
nia via Parker. The road will not
turn south to the imperial country,
Boise, Id., Feb. 15. The local ca- but will run northwe'st to connect with
tion bill pased by the Senate last the main line at Bengal. The adweek was accepted by the House to- vantage of the new road will be la
day. The bill now goes to the gover- its low grades. It will be used as a
nor who has announced that he will substitute for the main line for part
of the traffic.
sign it.
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5 IViivor, Colo., Feb. 15. Wea- tlior forccitst. for New Mexico;
X Fair weathor tonight and Tues- X ilny with rising temperature.
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Sale
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Half Regular Price
Will Buy

&
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COATS

TAILORADE SUiTS
SHIRTS

PETTICOTS
WAISTS.

MUST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

u

On notei, diamonds and jewelry as ow as flO and & nigh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to or 9 your. Rate
reasonabls. Call and see us belore borrowing.

FAAH

209.

aro

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco street.

Phone

atore

np-to-d-

T.,,..,

.eligman Bros.

SiplTif

Lorenzo

Vlt.fr.

ii

!

10.

Santa Fa.

kSBGSB

SPECIAL

100 Bars

Sail
J

also

SPECIAL

WEEK

$2.65 pet Box
pjg Fruit in Gai. Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES

Co.
inter
Grocery
w
Southeast Ccrner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

egas, at the age of sev'
enty years. Pneumonia was the cause
of death.
Delayed By Wreck Santa Fe trains
from the East were all late yestp.,iy,
on account of the denning of u passenger train seven miles east of Las
Animas and also on account of the
blizzard that raged in Colorado-aneast of Colorado on Saturday and
Sunday.
Plenty of Big Game Many coyote
and wildcat skius are being brought
to the office of the probate clerk at
Las Vegas these days, when these
wild triimals are being driven to the
foothills by the snow in the higher
A bounty of $1 is paid
mountains.
the
county for each skin.
by
The money
Money Order Business
order business of the local justofflce
last week amounted to $4,070.10.
There were issued 17o orders amounting to $1,802.80; there were paid 119
orders amounting to $1,808.24; there
were received $1,.rnr surplus from
other offices, and $'00 from money order drafts.
Died On the Train Miss
Martha
Appenzeller, who was on her way
home to Delphi, Indiana, from Monrovia, California, died on Santa Fe
train Xo. 2, last week, just as it
reached Trindad, Colo. A Las Vegaj
physician was called for the patient
Las
when the train had reached
Vegas, but he could do nothing to
save the young woman's life.
Lecture The
Colonel
TwitchelPs
lecture which Colonel It. E. Twitchell
of Las Vegas will del'ver before the
New Mexico Historical Srciety on Saturday evening of this wesk. on the
"American Military
Occupation of
New Mexico from 1810 to 1851," will
be of great local interest and will be
illustrated w.th sixty beautiful views,
Colonel Twitchell will deliver ch3 lec-- 1
ture at Las Vegas next week,

AMD

i
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SEE FOR YOURSELF

8

8!

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, DecoNovelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

CJ.

ifDaaofO!
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Heart Strength, or Heart Weaknw9,tnetvn3'Kerv,
Strength, or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Positively, not one weak heart in a hundred Is, in ifr
self, actually diseased. It is almost always
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault
This obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Ncrvs
simply needs, and must have, more power, mor
stability, more controlling, more governing
Strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys also haw
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explnins why, as a medicine, Dr.
Bhoop's Restorative has In the past done so much
tor weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Snoop first soughl
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocafc
ing heart distress. Dr. Shoop's Restorative thil
popular prescription is alono directed to these
weak and wasting nerve centers.
It builds!
It strengthens; it offers real, genuino heart help.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong dt
estlon, strengthen these nerves
them as needed, with

f

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER
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Zook's Pharmacy
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Baby

cry if
you 'aivq nim

WILL COMMENCE

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH.

I imnimm syrup.
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AND WILL CONTINUE DURING
THE BALANCE OF THE MONTH.
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COUGHS, COLDS,
CRG'JF, FORE THROAT,
VHOCPINU COUUH AMD
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
llvn. J. O. Jenkins, Denver,

lit j
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This impoitant event reveals unusual bargains. In addition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
commendable features. Exclusiveness of styles and
an unusually large assortment to select from.

E

Colo., writes; "I can't eay
d
for Ballard's
Synip, It has cured
mv baby of tho croup and my
cliiklroti of severe Coughs.
I know no better medicine."
Hore-houn-

onou.r.i

THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVER QUOTED.

25c, 50c end $1.00

Bd&rd Snow Liniment Co.

POBox

ST. LOUIS. MO.

FOR

36.

A

HALF CENTURY

S19

IN THE CITY.

HOUSE
-- 'dl

Phone

LEADING DRY GOODS

THE
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

MM

8

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

,.,

W

w

BestoretiiQ
S

if iu

mm

THEY

NEVER GO OUT

BIAIJ-1UI-

ment.
(Continued On Page Eight.)

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 14 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
LARGE QUANTITIES
and small quantities at prices
that make it worth youi while to

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES

Downdraft
Air Tight

Phone
No 14

w

Hard

Cold,

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.
to Printing or Binding

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oat9 and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.

.

Sole A'iftiiffv!FYr
INTERNATIONAL STOOK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT StEDS
Tho only exclusive grain house in Santa Fo N. M.

H fV

DIAMONDS

of us.

CUT
S4I

TERING INTO A PRESCRIPTION IS
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

PII IHDPP

uivft&yiwLi

JEWELERY-

RIGHT SERVICE

EACH INGREDIENT EN-

FO HFRSCR
1V?V Y

VfWTZ

MPYir.AM

RIGHT GOObf,

A PRESCRIPTION FILLED AT ZOOK'S
PHARMACY IS DONE SO WITH SKILL

I

laavetuxr 'of

RIGHT PRICES

CO,

..:

Magazine for

For anything and everything appertaining
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

purchase all.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requisite of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

COLES

The abce cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortupate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

PRESCRIPTION

AND CARE.

.Vs

Tight Heaters Li

LUMBER

STRIPLING-BURROW-

MM

P

Or. Shoop's

Goods.

flit7
0flLL

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

m'.jt

JOT

won

Co.

OUR ANNUAL

j

vOl I

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

rated

.
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Bad Mother," "If You Had a Wife
Like This" and "Who Is Boss of the
House." See both shades of life and
have a good laugh to end up the show.
The song is "When Some One Cares."
On account of the lengthy program
the first show will begin at 7:30
promptly.
Names Were Omitted The names
of several guests at the party of the
Misses Baca were inadvertantly omitted in the account of the affair in
Saturday's paper. These names should
have been added:
The Misses Jaffa, J. Shewell, DuVal, Alonso, Wile-maKing, Boyle, Hase and Bishop.
Death of George Hill Howard Attorney George Hill Howard, for many
vpavs n rpsirlpnt nf Snntn Vo nnrl
Weather Report-T- he
temperature Tnlled states attorney for the Pueblo
Saturday was normal; yesterday it! Indians rifed --nC Alhiinnnrn.m
...v
!..v.., JCillS.
was one degree below normal, rm.Q
ll'e I, n;t:iv til,(. .v.,
me ilge Ul !..i e
maximum temperature yesterday was He had lived in New Mexico for more
39 degrees at 12:40 p. m., and the minthan twenty years and was a son of
imum was 23 degrees at 5:10 a. m., General
Volney E. Howard, a Conmaking the average 31 degrees. Rel- federate officer and at one time a
ative humidity at. 6 a. m., 74 per cent;
The
congressman from
at 6 p. m., CG per cent; humidity av- deceased attended theMississippi.
Naval Academy
erage, 70 per cent. Lowest tempera at Annapolis. Maryland, where he was
ture durng last night, 17 degrees;, a classmate of Admiral
Sampson. A
temperature at 6 a. m. today, 17 de son,
voiney wowara, an attorney at
grees,
Albuquerque, survives him. The deSanta Fe Employes' Magazine The ceased had been living at Denver tho
February number of the Santa Fe past few years and was interested in
Employes' Magazine which has just a number of New Mexico laud grants,
reached Santa Fe is teeming with il- particularly the Lobato grant in Rio
lustrated and interesting articles. Cy. Arriba county.
Warman's articles on, the early days
Opposed to Expansion The people
of the Santa Fe system are continued,
of Old Albuquerque, Duranes, Bare-la- s
the title this- month being: "The
and San Jose, suburbs of AlbuProphet of the Santa Fe," the story querque, are working themselves into
T.
going back to 1SG0. W7.
Fagan of a
frenzy over the Catron bill in the
Olathe, Kan., writes on "The Infancy
Council; to enable Santa
legislative
of the Santa Fe," and there are other
and Albuquerque to extend their
Fe
articles of almost as great interest
municipal limits1 if the voters of those
locally and generally.
two cities and the suburbs to be inThe Greater Change At the opera cluded, so desire and so
'express their
house tonight the change of pictures will at a
special election. "There is,
will be the latest and startling feahowever, a growing sentiment among
ture film "The Janitor Accused of the people both of Albuquerque and
Theft." This film has made the great the
adjoining precincts in favor of exsensation throughout the country as
tending the city limits," says the AlThe other picit is true to life.
buquerque Journal. "To the people
tures are "Baby's First Outing," "A of.
Albuquerque it means increased
population and would be of value as
To the peo- feature.
ill an advertising
mean
u
would
increase(i
outside
ijle
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07342.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29. 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonlc
Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
who, on Sept.. 17, WOG, made Homes-toaentry Serial No. 07S42, No. 10047,
tV.r SE
-1
NW 14, NE
SW
Lots
Section
18, Township 11
North,
Range 9 East, New Mexico
Priii. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final
Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the lllh day of March,

UME TABLE ALL LINES
I

Entering and Leaving Santa Fc Compiled According to Schedule of
Troins Now in Effect.

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

IE,

N.

.7

II

PACE THREE

I lot
treatment at Paso
Bob.es,
springs, Cal. His flag lieutenant went
rtilh him and he retained his rank of
cominandrr-in-chief- .
When the ships
Fleet of Uncle readied Monterey Bay, the last stopVoyping place nn the Pacific coast prior

rf3EESEB2355l33

ON THE RETURN
TRIP HOME
Mighty
Battleship
Sam After
age Nearing Hampton Roads.
World-Arousin-

g

1

f

si'iag.ycgk.!"g

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wet Point of the Sojthweit."
Officers
Detailed by War Department.
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"The

to

lie entry into San Francisco harbor, Admiral Evans was helped aboard
Old Point Comfort, Va.,.Fcb. lo.
"A."
his old flagship and was on the after
2:23 p. in.
Half way across the Atlantic ocean bridge when the Connecticut entered
Through Academic course, preparing young
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
on the last long reach of their spec- tint CoUlen Hate at the head of tho
men for college or for business life. (Jreat
l'o at 5:20 p. ni.
tacular cruise around the world, the mm formidable array of fiditing vesa'uount of open air work, lie althlets location
sateen
battleships of the United sels ev r gatlu red under one flag. The
1, a Pnlfiri
Aril
Lnnatuit
0if fitil' M 1) 1
&
RIO GRANDE.
DENVER
Stales Atlantic Fleet are steaming to- Atlantic, and Pacific fleets Joined comNo. 426. Eas.tbound, leaves Santa Fe
Pe 1:05 Vitlleythe garden
bountiful
lin
day in leisurely fashion towards the pany in the bay and there were more
at 10:43 a. m.
spot of tlio West at an elevation of 3,700
of
Hampton than forty ships in four long columns
grounds
No. 42.1 Westbound, arrives In Santa anchorage
feet above s;i level, sunshine every day, but
Roads from whence they sailed just that came- t" anchor tinder Evans'
Fe at 3:40 p. m.
little
rain or snow during session,
fourteen months ago.
these
blue ensign. Three days later Admiral
During
Eb'vim Officers and Instructors, a'l pradu-atn- s
months of record steaming the heav- Evans hauled down his flag for all
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
from
I 'J d!).
dard eastern colleges. Ten
vessels
ha ve time. He was succeeded as commander-in-cily armored - lighting
Lamy Branch.
traveled approximately I.I.iiOO miles hief
Claimant names as witnesses:
Read
Admiral
Charles
by
buildings throughly furnished, heated, lighted
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
and are returning in condition still X. Thomas, who sailed from Hampton
and
Frank Archibeqne,
modern It all respects.
Felipe Mares, No. 2D
8:25 a. m. fit
for "a frolic or a fight:" The cruise Una. Is in enmnium' of the second
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.; No. 722
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
4:20 p. ni. has
been a verittble expedition of the S'liiadron. Because of Admiral Evans'
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistlo, N. M. No. 721
U, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
7:20 p. m. even
seas and tasks heretofore deemMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
the burden of the diplomatic
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Lamy Branch Arrives at Santa Fe. ed impossible for the modern Iron- illness,
falls, the speeches and the enterNo. 721
A Fllyan
11:10 a. m.
clad have been accomplished with an taining of the trip around South AmerNo. 72I1
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
6:50 p. m.
For particulars and
catalogue
ease bordering on the commonplace.
ica and nn the California coast, fell
No. 725
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
10:55 p. m.
address.
The
of
the
stories
cruise
been
have
Admiral
Thomas.
O
'Men
with
710
V
Vnc
Ifl
nnrl
nntinnr.tct
with
Coupled
Serial No. 03537.
COL. JA. W. WILl.ON,
.
. I Miececilins chapters
his duties as second in command, with
ct
Vft , Ttmitn.i
Department of the Interior,
,,iUiq"rts- "aI,S aml
Superintendent. M
commander-in-chief- ,
but
the
the
social
U. S. Land Office,
Law
th'S
im'' nter: burden was not a light one. AdmirTT-!Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 190S. No722' connects with No. 1, west, at
tainment in the
ports of al Thomas was
plainly failing in
TamvNotice Is hereby given that Casi-mir- o
,
,
II
1,
tiut...rt 1.
es
a
r.as
iwu
iii'iiuhuiri
iteen
health
he
Admiral
succeeded
when
lest
7
No.
carries El Paso sleeper.
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
oj' men and material which has placed
Evans and he retained official comApril 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9, the American
navy in an enviable po- mand only from .May f) to rah, 100S,
No. 74S3, for Serial No. 03537, SE
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8,
celebrated Mot Springe art lo- est alkalln Hot 8prings In tht worlt.
sition before all the world. The en- being relieved at that time, ahead of The
Section 13, Township 1C N, Range 13
cated
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters hat
gine room efficiency in the longer the department's plans, in order that
E, New Mexico P. M has filed notice
mllec went of been thoroughly tested by the miractwenty-flof
Dwellings,
the journey developing a new he might enjoy a rest. As the. fleet
legs
Main Line via Lamy.
of intention to make final
proof,
of Santa ulous cures attested to in the follownorth
and
mile
and
Taoe,
fifty
wide
radi
was
unexpectedly
steaming
sai'ing from San Francisco two
to establish claim to the land above No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
us for battleships; the facility in fol months later, Admiral Thomas died Fe, and about twelve miles from
to Albuquerque to discharge passendescribed, before the register and reRio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
and
Disease
Denver
on
the
motions
Station,
the
of
in
the
lowing
flagship
suddenly at Del Monte, Cal.
gers from Santa Fe.
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur-ia- l
the
and
divisional
fleet,
squadron
Death
has
the
twice
invaded
ranks
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909. No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m., manouvers
Mnc of stage runs to the springs.
Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
which came with constant of tue
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
captains who sailed vvilh tho dally
Claimant names aa witnesses:
etc.
The temperature c these waters. !s Grippe, all Female Complaints,
at
and
above
sea,
s
all
the
experience
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
fleet, but ill both instances the
Manuel Quintana, Jesu3 Gutierrez,
122
80
to
The
and
are
from
$2.50
Coard,
per
lodging
gases
bathing
marvelous
degrees.
records made at the tarhad previously
been relieved
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
.arbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
in
gets
and
Manila
"
Magdalena
Bays from duty. Captain Henry McCrea,
tho east.
Rowe, N. M.
tell of the real work and the substan- of the Georgia, a most popular offi- try dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and wa!;
MANUEL R. OTEhO,
round. Ther Is now 1 commodioue ho for SanU Fe rnln upen request. This
Save Money by Buying Chamber tial accomplishments that have mark- cer, died soon after his return to the tel for the convenience of Invalids
Register.
and resort Is attractive at all seasons and
ed the most notable of peace demon- east lollovving
comlain's Cough Remedy.
relinquishment of
Contourists.
is open all winter. Passengers for OJr
from
People
suffering
of the mand at San Francisco.
You will pay just as much for a bot- stration among the navies
Captain sumption, cancer, and other contagi- Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 . m.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
world.
Cieenleaf A. Merriam, who took the ous
tle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Not Coal Land.
diseases, art not accepted. These and reach Ojo Callen'.e at 4 p. m., th'
The previously arranged schedule Missouri to the Pacific
as for any of the other cough medicoast, a cap- watert contain 1,620.24
Serial No. 08030.
of the journeys from port to port had able
grains of alka- same day. For further particulars af
man, also died within a compar- line salts to tht
cines, but you save money In buying been
gallon, being tha rich dress:
manto
in
adhered
remarkable
Department of the Interior,
his
it. The saving is in what you get,
atively short time after
U. S. Land Office,
ner except in two Instances when vio- vessel over to a successor.turning
not what you pay. The
lent storms made full speed too danSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
Rear Admiral Spcrry, who returns
quality I3 in every bottle of this
Notice is hereby given that Paz
To offset
and uncomfortable.
gerous
Tan County. W. Jl
ana you get good results til Item Ini.rmn
as commander-in-chief- ,
sailed us comremedy,
At.
P..
II
"Roybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on De- when
'
it.
oftake
mander of the fourth division of the
Neglected colds
cember 10, 190C. made Homestead en- ten you
runs
develop
and
fleet, being ranked by both Admirals
conditions,
,f tBof forest
7
08030
Serial No.
time- No.
try
when you buy a cough medicine you
Evans and Thomas, Rear Admiral
W
for
of
NE
imposed upon the William H.
want to be sure you are getting one
Emory, was the fourth of
nd . S
or
of NW 4
Sectoo
men
diffi
has been
the
of
that will cure your cold. Chamber-Iain'- s ships
the
and he was readmirals,
sailing
tion 25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E.,
cult. The cruise, however, was not
cures.
Cough
while
tired
always"
the
were at MaRemedy
ships
M.
N.
P.. M., has filed notice of InPrice 25 and 60 cents a bottle. For inaugurated without serious misgivnila. Captains Seaton Schroeder, of the
Met-calr
at
tention to make final
home
and
abroad.
Victor
ings
proof, sale by all druggists.
to establish claim to the land above
of California, was Secretary of Virginia; Richard Wainwright, of the
and Will a in O. Potter, of
the
described, before the register and reNavy when the cruise began. Af Louisana,
the
The
New
were the captains who
comMexican
Vermont,
Printing
ter the shins bad set snil frnm Manila.
ceiver of the United States land ofrank
attained
udB
ana
flag
nauy
civn
criminal
homeward-bounTO
during the cruise.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
wlth
prepared
pennants flying,
dockets especially for the use of jus- - Mr. Metcalf said:
Leaving Hampton Roads on a cloudday of March, 1909.
Vhen the purpose of giving this less day in December, 1907, after a
Claimant names as witnesses:, Ra- tices of the peace. They are especial- - j
fael Montoya, Anacleto Contreras, ly ruled, with printed headings, In 'assemblage of battleships the privil-eithe- r review by the President from the
Spanish or English, made of eges anil advantages of a practical bridge of the Mayflower, the first run
Martin Gonzales and Vincente Jim-enerecord
good
paper, strongly and dur- - cniise was announced, criticisms from of the fleet took it to Trinidad. It Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Well3 Fargo
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
with
leather back and high technical quarters were heard, had been announced that the practice
ably bound,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
covers and canvas sides, hall full j It wag
cruise would end on the west coast
susgested that the undertak-inde- x or
Register.
the
United States, but hardly had
in front and the fees of justices ng was too
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
monumental; that a bat-o- f
the peace and constables printed tleship is too vast and complicated a the ships got under way than the fact
If you want anything on earth try in full on
the first page. The pages ieCe of mechanism to send around became known that it was really Mr. Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
New Mexican
ant "ad,"
e
are 10
inches. These books are the globe on any
and all Foreiga Countries.
ordinary occasion; Roosevelt's intention to have the
circumnavigate the
up in civil and criminal dockets, that dangers more than multiplied ,een battleships
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
separate of 32 pages each, or with with numbers in such a case; that dis- -' B'0"0, At Trinidad the first of the
officers
both civil and criminal bound in one aster lurked on every
The
occurred.
and
gayeties
submerged
book. 80 pages civil and 320 pages
nnH wn
Wno nn nverv i,n. men of the fleet were welcomed with
criminal. To introduce them they are known tidal enrent; that the skele- - a hospitality which set a mark for all
offered at the following prices
ton of some of the ships would doubt- - succeeding receptions and from that
THE
Civil or Criminal
$2.75 less be left in the Straits of Magellan; time 0,1 ra(-succeeding port tried
t(' its Predecessor. The climax
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00 that, if the fleet should succeed in f0
OF
For 45 cents additional for a single rounding South America it was rea- - of lavish displays, of parties and
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
certain that the individual ceptions, undoubtedly came ia Aus- combination docket, they will be sent ships would, one by one, arrive with tn,lia an(l Jal'n- although it would be
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in machineries loose and almost unser- - fiicnit tor tne otneers ana men today
full must accompany . order. State viceable, with crews reflecting the 10 sav Jusl wneie 11 was l"e l)tM")ie
Has been established eighteen years. 0 It has seven
plainly whether English or Spanish demoralized condition of the mater- - tried hardest to make their stay a
one.
Is
Los
wanted.
the
men,
Among
pleasant
printed heading
ial and that a woeful spectacle of
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
Angeles will always be a bright mem- failure would thus be presented.
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructThe Normandie Hole!, Santa Fe
"As to the material, the cold facts ory, for it was there that they first
own
and
came
on
the
their
into
trip
un
now
1.50
is
For all Coughs and Colds,
a
are that the ships have practically
day hotel,
popular
ors, especially educated and trained for their respec-tiv- e
der the management of Hugh F. Du taken care of their own repairs on all entertainments were arranged in
Diarrhoea, both in children and
The repair lists turned particular for the enlisted force. It
Val, Extensive improvements are be this cruise.
departments. Its students are yearly increasing
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
111
was
Jim
mat
Los
also
im- Angeles
were
Station
cuisine
Naval
n
Cavite
the
at
the
materially
ing made,
Stomach Complaints.
in numbers.
Jeff eries,. champion of the world, ref- proved and the new landlord propose, negligible."
There is no more efficient
e manors uoxing nomt. ami
That the experience gained on the ereea
to make the Normandie the best mod
Liniment and Medicated Oil
College of Letters and
them in all their sports.
with
mingled
to
benefit
will
in
of
be
cruise
the
hotel
erate
unending
territory
priced
INTERNATIONAL.
than the
Sciences, Engineering,
jnumim ui? m-- wi.vu
the Navy is indicated from the fact
Give this hotel 4 try,
of the entire at mo, wnere tne nays ot me msr.
that probably one-hal- f
Education, Preparatory
were overcrowded with social events.
Commercial.
It Is an admitted fact that real es- personnel of the naval establishment At Rio an unfounded rumor told of
trip.
financial men and merchants all participated in the epoch-makintate,
These remedies can be found
who a plot by anarchists to blow up some
say. that quickest and best results are Three of the sixteen captainsare re- - of the American vessels, ine nisi
of
vessels
command
sailed
in
For Sale by all Druggists and
obtained by advertising In the New
Eight thrill of fear which swept the nation
turning home as
Mexican.
Dealers in Medicine
com- - was quickly dispelled when the story
in
other captains are returning
nmnd of the same shin on which they was. shown to be a pure fabrication.
at reasonable rates
From Rio the itinerary led to Puuta
From
of
world
beean
the
the
lournev
Address
President W. G. TIGHT,
phereby ulvlnst
.,....,,
Dliciitlons for neriults to unize cattle
reim&, mai unique mm im.j.0h,,,
down to midsnipman tne
Oompoumli'd Solely, By
horses, sheep, RoatM and lions within the
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
south" settlement on the
.IKMEZ NATIONAL. KOKKKT durlmt tho training has been such as no other "fartherest
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
Here again a
season of 1W9, must be (Hud at my office at naval cruise ever afforded. Among Straits of Magellan.
Hnnta Pe, New Mexico, 011 or before March
has Hospitable people mane tne stay or uie
1, 1909.
Full imformatlon in regard to the the enlisted men the training
OF NEW MEXICO.
forms
fues
and
blank
to
be
charged
been even more valuable. Landsmen fleet an exceedingly pleasant one. The
grazing
to be used in making application will be
a cruiser to
Central- New Mexico
furnish upon request. RUSH McMILLAN, shipped just, before the start and ut- Chilean government sent
terlv ereen in the wavs of the deep, accompany the sixteen battleships
Supervisor
are coming home an integral part of through the treacherous waters of the
a wonderful fleet efficiently and loyal Straits and aithougn tne navigaiois
believers in all that the American of the American vessels had already
the
627 wan Franclaee Streot.
navy stands for. Desertions on the pilotted their own course through
,me
have
men
waterway
narrow,
trin have been few. The
taken a pride in the cruise and it courtesy of the' South' American Naof-,- '';
was
will be a constant boast with them tion
fully appreciated.
When the ships had safely left the
that they started to the west from
Hampon Roads and came home with Straits, the department omciais ai
prows still turned in that' direction. Washington" undoubtedly breathed a
on the
Blankats, Baiktta, Wax, Ftathsr andLlncn Drawn Wtrk,
They know the world is round ,and sigh of gratified relief, although
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
there
themselves
ironclads
sixteen
big
Opala, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Qemt .
they know what it is to work and playOUR MOTTO: Te Hava the Beat of Everything In Oar Line.
over 45,000 miles of the watered sur- was never a question in the mind of
any officer or enlisted man as to me
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women face of the globe.
era t.
To Rear" Admiral Charles S. Sperry, safety of the sturdy fighting
for practical life under modem conditions. Complete
western coast, of South
a strict disciplinarian, a man of few Sailing up the
-- 1
America the fleet, passed in review
words, but a recognized scholar and
11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
har-of
constant student of the higher arts of the President of Chile in the
of Valparaiso, sweeping in a great
naval science, fell the task of
C'vil and Electrical Engineering, and in Household Ecorve
Into the harbor and out aga n
first
recting the fleet on all but the
before
the admiring eyes of a deeply
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul14,000 miles of Its jonrnev. Rear Adpeople. . No stops - were
impressed
miral Roblev S. Evans, now retired,
Cal-oin
and
courses
a
four
ture,
Stenography,
year preparatory
took the fleet out of Hampton Roads made, between Punta. Arenas and
the
entertainments
where
lao,
again
December 16, 1907, and although
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
illness soon after the start confined offered the visitors taxed everyday
him to his cabin for a greater part time to the utmost. After Callao came
for self support.
of the wav, he retained command un- - Magdalena Bay, where for a month
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.
til San Francisco was reached and the ships were out of touch with the
of the Inns trin had world except by wireless telegraphy.
the f)rt Rtn
Rear Admiral Drills and record target practice fillbeen accomplished.
Tt was ...
tirriA
a
nt
tbf
it.
Mnirdalpnn.
.j.
wvans-ioun11
necessary wuue 1110
p
I
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
ships were at the, targets, in MagdaP
fContirtued on Paa
Six.
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THE DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUM. poses statehood, ostensibly, because
It is rather an achievement that the of the alleged unfitness of the territerritorial Deaf and Dumb School this tory for it, but really because stateTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
year printed the biennial report of its hood la favored by President RooseFRANK
P.
trustees and officers on its own press velt who is thoroughly hated by the
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
STURCES,
and that the work measured up well owners of the World.
Editor and President,
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurerwith that of the average amateur productions. The printing trade is one
Mrs. Daniel Frohman asks for a diEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofllce.
well adapted to the capabilities of the vorce from the great stage manager,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ii.7a deaf and dumb, and its acquisition because she wants children and wants
Daily, six moutus, by mail
should prove very useful to thorn. to stay home and darn socks instead
$ .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
J .00 The trustees in
Weekly, per year
75
carrier
addressing Governer of appearing before the footlights and
fraily, per month, by
1,00 Curry, say; "We earnestly hope that figuring at champagne suppers after
65 Weekly, six months
Jaily, por month, by mail
TC
7. CO Weekly, per quarter
you will advise the legislature to make the theatre.
Queer woman, that.
Dally, per year, by mail
an annual appropriation of the sum There are thousands of her sisters
asked by the superintendent, namely, who are hankering for a divorce beOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
A beginning has been made cause they want to get away from
The New Mexican is tin eldest new sparer in New Mexico, it in rent to in teaching trades to the pupils. This tho children and the socks. But then
very postofllce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation department should be enlarged. Pro- an old philosopher already said that
visions should be made for a phytdcan a woman never really knows what
tio'jg the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
for the school, During the past, this she wants.
work lias been undertaken by Dr. "VY.
S. Jlarroun of this city, practically as
a charity. In order to get the attendance of the children who should renot
a
fhe
take
of
cent
SCHOOL.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
THE
taxpayers' ceive the benefits of the school, an
.
ATTORNEYS
A few members of the legislative money, it cannot be placed in posses- - appropriation should be made for travimsion
of
in
or
the
of
the superintendent
House are still laboring under
any person
corporation
eling expenses
On the other hand, the to visit them in their homes and to
pression that the proposed School of perpetuity.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
American Archaeology is to be merely entire world is already commenting bring them here in person. More oral
Attorney-at-Law- .
a local, a "City of Santa Fe" institu- favorably upon New Mexico's legisl- teachers are necessary, a3 is also a Santa Fe
New Mexico
the ative intention to give the school a teacher of art, a night watchman, fire
tion, when, as a .matter-of-fact- ,
school will be less local than any of home at Santa Fe and to found a escapes,
of
the
better equipment
EDWARD C. WADE,
the higher institutions of learning of state museum, the following editorial shops, a large library and other imAttorney-at-Law- .
New Mexico. The University of New in Saturday's Denver Kepubican, be provements.
Practices in the Supreme and DisDuring the past two
Mexico for instance, has educated a ing but an example of many similar years the main building lias been com- trict Courts of the Territory, In the
great number of Albuquerque boys comments:
pleted, the grounds parked, and shops Probate Courts and before the U. S.
."The legislature of New Mexico has equipped with a printing plant and a Surveyor General and U. S. Land
and girls, and justly so, and served
as sort of a supplementary High set a good example by providing for
outfit. The pupils have Offices.
common Las Cruces
school for the Duke City for many the establishment of a state or terri- had instruction
in the
New Mexico
years. A large per cent of the pupils torial museum, the old palace in Santa branches, and have been surrounded
E. C ABBOTT,
of the Normal University at Las Ve- Fe being set apart for that use.
with the best influences, moral and
Attorney-at-Law- .
offwas
for
"The
been
have
of
Las
the
who
residents
palace
years
We feel that those
Vegas
gas
physical.
Practice in the District and Suand for a time the model schools of icial residence of the executive repre- have been in attendance will be better
Courts. Prompt and careful
preme
terMexico
of
and previously citizens for the training that the
the Normal University served the sentatives
attention given to all business.
of
a
of
and
for
these
schools
of
that
and
that
Spain;
great
city.
part
during
.purpose
grade
ritory has given them,
New Mexico
The territorial school at Helen has the time since New Mexico was an- children who would be otherwise a Santa Fe
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
been a public school for that town nexed, it was used in the same way burden to their relations and the pubA. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davies,
ever since the territory built it. Thus by the territorial governors. It is a lic, will be enabled to make their own
and
Attorneys-at-Law- .
with every other territorial institu- long adobe structure, well suited for living, and to live
tion of learning or charity, each has use as a museum, and thus New Mex- useful lives, should this training be
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
been of great benefit to its locality ico has a suitable building, which can continued and improved."
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
tit small expense be made available.
and immediate vicinity.
What more can the territory ask? specialty. Office in Catron Block.
"Colorado is not so fortunate, since That
New Mexico
It is different with the School of
Superintendent W. O. Connor Santa Fe
It will not be for the provision for a state museum may in- and the board of trustees have been
Archaeology.
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
instruction of the boys and girls of clude the erection of a new building. able to accomplish all this on less
(Late
Surveyor General)
Santa Fe; it will draw its students Something of this kind may become than $10,000 a year, and that they exAttorney-at-Law- .
from the post graduates of the great necessary, because of the crowded pect to do as much as they have out
Land and Mining business a speuniversities of the world and it is not condition of the state capitol. To a lined for themselves, with an appro- cialty.
likely to have any pupils at all from large extent the basement of that priation of $14,500 a year, is nothing Santa Fe
New Mexico
the locality where it is located.' Nor building is occupied with mineral, his- short, of marvelous and a testimonial
H 0 LT & S UTHERLAN D,
businewhich
will its students spend much of their torical and other collections
to their executive ability, aud
Attorneys-at-Law- .
time in Santa Fe, but they will be out would properly find a place in a mu- ss-like,
management.
economical
in the District Courts as
Tracticj
In the field, among the prehistoric seum. Since they would form the As' the institution with grounds repreas
well
before
the Supreme Court of
of
kind
in
an
is
which
nucleus
for
institution
that
of
and
Park
the Pajarito
ruins
sents a value of almost $30,000,
Sandoval and Rio Arriba counties; or the state would be put to but little as the training of deaf and dumb chil- the Territory.
New Mexico
in the vicinity of Aztec, to study the expense in making a creditable begin- dren is a distinct science by itself, Las Cruces
MARK B. THOMPSON,
most interesting ruins of that fertile ning of a museum which might be- that the commonwealth
should unAttorney-at-Law- .
section, or on the Gila in Grant and come one of great interest and value." dertake without connection with any
located
District
are
where
Socorro counties,
Attorney Eighth District,
niw insf.lntion. the legislators
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
some of the most mysterious of the
PUBLISH THE REVISED LAWS.
hould extend to the Deaf and Dumb
New Mexico
nnaihi financial Las Cruces - I...1W
many relics of a bygone age in New
.
A number of exchanges from all ABl Him ..,,
uiu lun'-oicitof
the
ruins
the
or
c:
m.
among
Mexico,
n.
uuuuHtKTY,
parts of the territory, Republican and aid that the material rcumsuuices
ies of Abo, Gran Quivira and sur- Democratic,
Attorney-at-Law- .
and English, of the territory permit and should not
Spanish
Practices in the Supreme and Dis- roundings in Torrance and Lincoln agree with the Daily New Mexican, in' for one moment consider consolidating
with
Courts of the Territory. Office:
counties, or in McKinley and Valencia urging the
any
trict
legislature to provide for the Deaf and Dumb Asylum
counties where there are scores of un- the
at
Socorro
New Mexico
institution
Santa,
reterritorial
other
printing of the compiled and
explored prehistoric ruins, or in still vised laws as prepared by a revision Fe or any other place.
L. O. FULLEN,
some other portion of the territory commission
Attorney-at-Law- .
that has expended 20,000
.or there is hardly a county that does for the work. It is twelve
District
since
Attorney Ninth District.
years
PRICKLY PEAR.
not oiler an interesting field for the the New Mexico statutes have been THE SPINELESS
Officewer
First National Bank.
The Department of Agriculture is to Roswell
student, or within
archaeological
New Mexico
and
and
revised,
compiled
naturally,
whose boundaries does not lie some
front with a monograph entitled,
the
is
the
mHm
law
the
of
c
W
K
EA N,
llTa
statutory
territory
Pears," from
It
buried Pompeii or Herculaneum.
not as clear to the lay mind and occa- "The Spineless Prickly
Attorney-at-Law- .
buthe
of
Griffiths
David
of
would be therefore just as logical to
the pen
'
sionally, to legal talent, as it should
Mining and Land Law.
reau of plant industry. It "pricks"
ask the citizens of San Juan, of Rio be.
After
$20,000 upon its
Taos
New Mexico
spending
stories
put
sensational
other
of
Socorro
the
of
of
the
and
most
Arriba,
inbe
reason
must
a
it
good
revision,
conC. W. G. WA RD
of late years for popular
counties for private contributions todeed that would withhold the result abroad
Territorial District Attorney.
wards the establishment of the school of this revision from the taxpayer, es- sumption as to the great value of the
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
varieties of the prickly pear
as it is to ask the citizens of Santa
since the publishing and spinelessmiracles its cultivation
would Las Vegas
New Mexico
the
and
Fe to dig down into their pockets to pecially of this revision
would be a
printing
livestock.
remust
be
for
fodder
secure its founding. It
M. C. MECHEM,
work in providing
source of profit to the territory. The
luembered that the material benefits
Attorney-at-Law- .
in the beginning it might be
Right
1S97,
Laws of
although
well to state that the publication ex- Tucumcari
New Mexico
of the school and of the museum, to Compiled
twelve years old and needing the septhe belt
cludes New Mexico from
New Mexico will lie to a large extent
&
NORTHCUTT
ROBERTS,
of
arate volumes of the Session Laws
where the spineless prickly pear can Jesse G. Northcutt,
in attracting the attention of the
C. J. Roberts,
1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907 and 1909, be
world to the wonderful
grown to commercial advantage
prehistoric to
Attorneys-at-Law- .
vola
for
sell
$7.50
them,
complete
and confines its natural habitat in
towns and communities, and the ma- ume and are in
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinl'
steady demand. An the United States to southern CaliSanta
of
outside
lie
of
these
part
jor
dad, Colorado.
of one thousand, copies of the
edition
Fe county and none of them within Revised Compilation of 1909, can be fornia, Arizona and the Gulf states,
while in New Mexico and the counthe city limits of Santa Fe.
for $5,000 or less. This would
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
tries
i Another wrong impression is that printed
bordering on the Mediterranean
to
in all the District Courts
more
Practices
or
of
a
$2,500
mean
profit
it flourishes. .In his introduction, the and
the money appropriated is to go to the
attention to cases
a saving of $15,000
gives
and
special
territory
Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industhe school itself. It is all to be spent to the thousand
the
Territorial
before
Supreme Court.
persons purchasing try, B. T. Galloway, says: "This is a
on or about the Old Palace, the State
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
new compilation, who would be
the
preliminary treatment of the subject,
Museum, which will remain the prop- saved
GEORGE B. BARBER,
the expenditure of $15 each for which it is desirable to have publishof
peoits
all
Mexico
and
New
of
erty
laws of the years that in- ed at the
session
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
'
the
Attorney
infor
the
time
for
the
to
present
give
pie. It is not proposed
1897 and 1909. In
between
in
the District Court and
Practices
tervened
building, or a cent of money to the other words, the publication of the mation of the many farmers and ranchof the Territory.
Courts
Supreme
sections
warmer
and
ers in the arid
school itself. Nor is the endowment
to all business.
Laws of 1909 would return of this
attention
given
Compiled
Prompt
interare
who
State
Museum,
for
vitally
the
country
to be raised
entire
- the
almost
New Mexico
Lincoln
to
the
County
taxpayers
limitaof
ested in forage crops. Some
but for the school. An endowment
revision and printthe
for
sum
spent
of
the
be
are
will
more
tions
growing
placed upon
surely
half a million or
edition than
a
CATRON & GORTNER,
secured for the school, not the mu- ing. By printing larger be wise to the plants as farm crops which ought
it
and Counsellors-at-Law- .
and
might
a
thousand,
Attorneys
who
a
be
those
of
to
service
to
be of
not the work
may
seum, but this
of
Office:
of
the
growth
view
in
rapid
Catron Block.
do
so
stories of the
misled .by
year or two years, but possibly of
New Mexico
the entire $20,000 for
Fe
Santa
the
territory,
of this class
'ten or twenty years, although, it may
cost of printing phenomenal adaptability
the
and
revision
the
individof
in
the agriculture
of prickly pears
also happen that one or two
H. R. PUTNAM,
returned to the taxpayer our states." The most surprising
would
uals will within the next few weeks
Commissioner and
S.
U.
Even though
Court
manner.
indirect
an
in
is that the
gtvs more than the sum named for statehood were to come before the revelation of this study
Conveyancer.
'
new
not
a
the endowment of this school In which end of this year, which seems un- spineless prickly pear is
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
at all, that it isn't the producthe entire American continent is infour thing
least
at
asking information
take
would
Correspondents
it
likely,
tion of a California Plant Wizard, but
terested.
of New Mexthe
with
revision
the
a
Territory
to prepare
that it has been prevalent in Mexico concerning
A third mistaken idea is that there years constitution as a basis,
and
answered.
ico
promptly
state
for centuries and that its origin is
is conflict between the archaeological
New Mexico
it upon the market, and those shrouded in mystery. It is also to be Texico
place
comof
the
interests
historic
and the
territhe
of
citizens
the
borne in mind that the spineless
Such conflict is incon- four years,
monwealth.
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
should not be compelled to do prickly pear is a farm and not a range
tory
same
to
the
work
both
ceivable, for
so carefully prerevision
Bonds and Investments.
without
the
cold
it
cannot
withstand
that
to crop,
end and both can and will help each
expense
Commissioner for the Third
such
at
great
S.
U.
and
pared
and that the winters even at Phoenix,
other, but under no circumstances the territory.
of New Mexico.
District
Judicial
Good-byArizona, impair its growth.
can they hurt each other. Whatever
New Mexico
Cruces
Las
to
the
the
for
fond
can
present,
therefore,
conflict seems to exist at present,
references.
bank
local
and
Eastern
Press
individhope that the prickly pear will solve
According to the Associated
only be between overzealous interests
in
the
in
of
the
cattlemen
of
the
the
four
on Saturday,
great problem
jurors
uals. The archaeological
CONY T. BROWN,
New Mexico, which as Representative
will be only too glad to retain in the trial for the murder of
Chaves vigorously put it in the
not
Julian
New
and
Mexico,
Mining Engineer.
historic
in
valuable
Tennessee,
such
Old Palace
Secretary and Treasurer of New
have been al- can neither read nor write, and two legislative House this week, is rather
aa
collections
prehistoric
have others speak English only indifferent- how to keep the cattle from starving Mexico School of Mines.
ready accumulated there. Theyto
New Mexico
ly while not one of the twelve has than to protect them from infectious Socorro
no intention present or remote,
made
disease.
two
last
the
But
for
However,
experiments
a
read
collections.
newspaper
or oust these
bill
months.
It would be hard to find at the Agricultural Experiment StaOSTEOPATHY.
when it comes to passing a to giving
a
of a jury in New Mexico tion at Mesilla Park during recent
kind
prithat
of
supervision
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
equal rights
owner of and the Territory could hardly mus- months show that the Bureau of Plant
treats acute and chronic
vate corporation and to the
Successfully
of New ter a dozen men who hadn't looked Industry hasn't said the last word upwithout
the building, the territory i laid Tor at a
diseases
drugs or medicines.
on
the spineless prickly pear by any
newspaper since last Christmas.
Office:
consultation.
Mexico, then the ground
for
No charge
for disturb- But then, according to a few eastern- means.
9 to
avenue.
Hours:
103
Palace
a quarrel, for disruption, be
No.
two mas- ers, New Mexico is unfit for statehood,
15C.
5
m.
2
'Phone
to
ance. There cannot well
a.
p.
12
m., and
terrl-torwhile Tennessee is one of the leading
In New York last week fifty white
ters over the structure and the
cannot well grant away its right and best states of the Union. How men were put up at auction and sevJOHN K. STAUFFER,
and final authority over easy It is to demonstrate the unfitness eral of them were sold to the highest
owner
state
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nnv
for
statehood
of
bv
of
New
Notary Public.
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of which it is the
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MONDAY,

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
(by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
i There
is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucou3 lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
it is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the Inflammation
can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out .of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
W7e will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
free.
F. J. CHENKY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
at Last.
"For several winters past my wife
has been troubled with a most persistent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
slepless nights,' writes Will J. Hay-ne- r,
editor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
in an appearance and my wife, acting
on the suggestion of a friend, purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The resul was indeed
After three doses the
marvelous.
cough entirely disappeared and has
This
not manifested itself since."
remedy is for sale by all druggists.

The New Mexican Frtvstras company
prepared to furnish cards da vlte
or ladles and for gentlemen on short
Dotloa In first class style at reasonable
or printed.
.rices, either engraved
Call at the New Mexican Printingcorais
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shoe-repairin- g

The oldest hanking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

'
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j

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

I

....

gw7prichard;

New Mexico, Established In 1876
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

President

ALFRED

H. BRODHEAD,

'

Capital Stock,

Atshrtant Caahlsr

$150,001).

ne

Surplus

undivided Profits, 863,509,
4-

i
Transacts a jer.er

banking business in

all

lt

branches.

the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

money on

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and

stocks

its customers.. Buys and sells domestic anc

In all

foreign

Loans

and

col-

markets for

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
wcrid on as liberal terns as are given by any money transmitting!
agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat

.

....
....
....

In

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances macie on consignments of livestock and products. The brnk
jxecutea air orders ov Its patrons In. he banking line, and al.rs t
xtend to thrm as llbirfl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of found banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public l respectfu ly solicited.
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WILLIAM VAUGHN,' Prop.'-

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
--

O

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

Washington Avenuel
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

fes

i

3ir

HOTEL
,

E. LACOME
,

Proprietor

Postal Telegraph Office
Ccmmodicus Ssmple
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Fvotm

.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

a Good One,

f

FIRST CLASS CAFE

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

IN CONNECTION
DO

THE BEST,

Runs on the European Plan!

IH

CORON ADO
tGLupeHerrera,

Car-mac-

HOTEL

Prop.

J

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

dis-tur- b

y

?CELc

.

Ye

,

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

RATES 50c. Up.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

KODAKS

SUPPLIES

ART PICTURES

11 FBAMISG

DEVELOPlNGIPRINTfNG
We Make a
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Send lor Catalogue.
Mail orders given prompt attention.

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
10 3. Broadway, La Angelee, Calif'
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CLEARING SALE

PERSONAL MENTION

OP WINTER MILLINERY
Half the regular price will buy
Frank Wood of Azetc returned home Fancy Feathers, Wings, Birds,
Hats, Cap.s, Baby Bonnets etc.
today.

SPECIAL

STOCK MUST BE SOLD
Sheriff Geronlnio Sanchez of SocorMISS A, MtT.LER.
ro, Is a guest at the Normandie hotel.
Southeast corner Plaza.
Attorney O. N. Marron of Albuquerque is among legislative visitors today.
Surveyor General John W. March, Representative
and
Mrs. II. M.
has returned from a visit; to the Duke Sweezey to Las
Vegas last week from
City.
where Mr. McBee went on a business
Councilman John Y. Hewitt has re- trip to Raton.
AND
UNITED STATES
turned to the Capital after a visit to
Chork's A. Spiess ,r the
Albuquerque,
council accompanied
lg:y!;siive
.
by
R.
Colonel
VeE.
Twitchell
pi
Las
of
TRUST GO.
M
u
gas, camo over the hills into Panta his son, left for his home at Las
Veirns. after the adjournment hint
Fo Ksterday.
mi Hon. James X.
week of the Council, and returned to
Upton, of Doming,
is here again after a few days spent Santa Fe last evening.
in the Dulie City.
g
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk, with
(Continued On Page Eight.)
headquarters at Chatna,' registered at
the Claire yesterday.
all
Sheriff Julius Meyer of Estaneia,
Prompt and careful attention to
was
us.
among those who registered at 0. f(.
to
business entrusted
Normandie yesterday.
FIVE CHAIRS
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
Attorney A. B. Renehan is home
WtTII-W. Roberts, E II Baca
T.
from Otero county, where he spent
and Saving Accounts.
F.
S
several days on legal business.
Rivera, Al O, Slaughter
A. Mennet, of Las Vegas, traveling and W. M.
Perry
YOUn BUSINESS SOLICITED.
for a Las Vegas wholesale firm, reg- All first rlass Imrtiors In
rK1. ''fill line
Kive tis n irlnl nt O- K. Barber Sbop.
istered yesterday at the Pa'aee.
24 7 San .Francisco Street
DIRECTORS
Sheriff Charles A. Stevens, of Lincoln county, is here attending the
N.B. LAUGLING
N. A. PERRY
meetng of New Mexico's sheriffs.
A. J. GREEN
C. H. BOWLDS
Attorney Elmer E. Studley of RatR. H. HANNA.
H. S. REED
on, arrived yesterday and will mix
with the legislative crowds today.
Colonel George V. Prichard has reA. IVi. DETTELBACH.
turned to Santa Fe from a business
to
Oro
and
Grande.
trip
Alamogordo
Sheriff Andres Gandort, of Mora
county, is one of the many county Wednesday Evg, Feb. 17 '09
sheriffs who are in Santa Fe today.
Sheriff T. P. Talle, of McKinley,
E. J. CARPENTER
arrived from Gallup yesterday
county,
,5Nhleftai sj4si
and is registered at the Claire hotel.
Presents the Big Eastern
A. B. Baca, of Socorro, assessor of
Success
Socorro county, arrived in the city
this morning and is a guest at the
ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
Claire.
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.
Banker J. II. Roy and F. S. Brown
of Roy, Mora county, have returned to
DAYS
FOR THE NEXT
take up the fight for Bent county in
the Councl.
IN
PRICES
AND
SEFTME
COME ALL THE NEW NEWEST STYLES IN COME
1
C. F. "Wadsworth of the "Western
in
on
was
Fe
Newspaper
Santa
Union,
Curtains
Lace
Linoleum
Iron Beds,
Saturday seeking to interest local pubAdmission
"0c 75c $1.00
lishers in his firm.
lion. A. B. Fall, of Three Rivers,
Reserved Saats at
Phon e 1 Of Otero county, former attorney general
HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS
Phone 10
of the territory, is in Washington STRIPLING, BURROWS & CO.
Z 1 Will w
talking for statehood.
Sister Dolorine of Loretto Heights,
returned home today after
ii rni .
i
Denver,
inn
im - ii
ii
in
iB
mi
m
....
-ill
in
i..
i JTuniirTWTT
.i...-.-,T""'fiiililT"TTi
form
attending the funeral of her sister,
Mary Morrison, Saturday.
Councilman P. Hanley of Albuquer
A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
que, was on deck again today in the
BIG
The Colorado Jtetianal Life Assurance Company
legislature after a few days spent at
his home in Albuquerque.
Rev. E. McQueen Gray of Carlsbad,
Denver Colorado.
is here, and this afternoon addressed
the Woman's Beard of Trade on the
BK ST
Woman's University project.
Dr. George W. Harrison of Albuquerque, is in Santa Fe. He is busy
among the legislators interesting them
A M,
in certain medical measures.
Jackson Agee, collector and treasCatron Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
Every
urer of Grant county, and whose resiand THURSDAY
MONDAY
dence is at Silver City, is among the
in
visiters
Fe.
Santa
legislative
W cents
Hon. H. O. Bursum, mayor of So- Admission
-- 0
cents
corro and chairman of the Republican Reserved Seats.-8:30.
7:30
and
Show
at
Evening
territorial committee, returned this
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.
forenoon from a trip to Albuquerque.
Hon. E. H. Biernbaum,
and
clerk of Mora
East's
'
county la here with a delegation
which is to fight the creation of
Bent county.
CO.
D. P. de Young, former editor of
the Standard at San Marcial, Sororro
county, has arived at. Santos, Brazil,
where he is U. S. consular agent.

Bffi

SANTA FE, N. M.

BARBER

j

SHOP

OPERA HOUSE

ARE OFFERING

Exceptional Values n

"Why Girl s

Leave

30

'

Home

Half Car of Assorted

A

GRANITEWARE

$50,000.

1

SPECIAL

Another of those Big Catches
such as we made a year ago
GOODS

OF HIGHEST

AND

SALE NOW ON

QUALITY, TO GO AT

WILL CONTINUE TWO

THE

WEEKS,

LOWEST

PRICE

YOU EVER PAID FOR

COME EARLY TO GET

GRANITEWARE.

AN ASSORTMENT.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE VALUES OFFERED
1
qt, White Lined enameled milk- - pails
,20c
"
2 "
H
ii
'i
M0
1
" Padding pans white lined
.11
i
H
u
(5
u

'

i

ii

;

ii

ii

i,

.14
.L'l

White lined seamless coffeepots
3 qt. white lined, enameled tea
pots
Hygienic, lull granite sink strainer,
4 qt, Vbite lmod, 3
coats, milk pans
5 qt. White lined enameled
mixing bowls,
H
"
14 '
"
ii
i.
"
1" "
"
"
dish pans

"

21

i

w

i,
ii

u

ii

.i

.510

.hi
.IV,
.11
).

.:(
.711

M

.

Double i ice boilers, white line 1, hrgesize
.1)1
Blue Diamond tea steepers, full white lined
.L'S
white
lined
wash
lusins
Largo
3coat,
10 qt.
.53
white d;:ed
kettle,
preferring
4 qt. Ve.i-'iii.31
enameled, handled stew pans
1
.12
qt. hamile stew paas, 3 coat, vvis lined
.14
Large granite dippers, perfect ware
dozt
n
additional pieces and kind at equally ridicuMany
lous prices. Tables pilled-fulltheir are yours for the
.

n

pittance.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

4R0wTrifit

Mail Order Solicited.

I

(rf

y

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

iii

iii

ii

ii

iti.h

i

Vifr'T--

OPERA

HOUSE

sxxxxxxx

Greater Than the

.

pring Novelties in Ladies
ilk and Net Waists
4JUST

RECEIVED 4

Judge

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

v

EVERYTHING

IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SUCH AS

CLOSE

Ladie's Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men' Youths
and Boys Suits etc.

OUT

WILL BE SOLD BELOW COST

UNTIL

ADOLF SELIGMAN

PLEASE
CALL
AND
CONVINCE
YOURSELF

DRY GOODS CO.

"Elastic" Bookcase
the original and only per-fesectional bookcaso
made. The doors are

ci

non-bindin- g,

dust-proo-

f,

oper-

ate on roller bearings, and
positively cannot get out
of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers,
Call and see them, or
send for catalog No. 105
y the New Mexican
Printing Company, Local
agents. Santa FF., N. M.

t

II
ens.

US.

A.

J.' Abbott left this

after-

noon on the 4:20 train for Laguna
and Paguete, to be gone for four or
five days on official Indian business.
J. H. McHughes is up for the day
from Cerrillos, where he is doing the
contract work on a number of business buildings for the Cash Entry
Mine.
M. C. Stewart of Carlsbad, sheriff of
Eddy county, was among the arrivals
in the capital this forenoon
and
stopped at the Claire. He came to
meet with the sheriffs.
A. G. Pollock .employed as attorney
by the Indian Bureau to prosecute violations of the laws respecting the sale
of intoxicants to the Indians, arrived
in the Capital yesterday.
A. C. Padley, who has been ill at
the Claire hotel since the opening of
the legislature, has gone to Albuquerque, his home, and is now a patient
at St. Joseph's Sanitarium.
J. M. Kurn, of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe raiyway system, is in the
city having arrived yesterday in his
private car. He is assisting in staking our the site for the new depot.
Jesus Romero of Albuquerque,
sheriff of Bernalillo county, is in the
city,. a guest at the Claire, to attend
the gathering of the chief officers of
the various shires of the territory.
John P. Wagner, president of the
Sacramento Valley Irrigation company, returned to Santa Fe last evening from a meeting of the stockholders
"of the company at Oro Grande, Otero
county.
Assistant Postmaster Ignacio ' Lopez of Las Vegas, was a visitor in
Santa Fe yesterday, and left today
with his wife .and two children on a
visit to Santa Cruz in northern Santa
Fe county.
I. Huffman, of Monte Vista, Colo.,
and W. H. Vassar, of Romero, Colo.,
returned home today after spending
Sunday in the city en route from California where they went with a shipment of hogs.
Councilman and Mrs. W. B. McBee
of Roosevelt
county, accompanied
t

8

1908 CROP

the Next Week you Will find the Knife '.
Has Been Used on the Prices of our

For

--

'A

We need the room for new Goods that are corning in
In order to do this we are announcing a clean cut
reduction of 03
cents on the dollar.
The prices that we have been making are already
ridiculously low but we mean to make a clean up

A
,
'

and we advice you to come early for values like
this will not last long.
The shrewd buyers are beginning to know when
we advertise a bargaia that we mean just what we
say.

he Racket Stor
?. m
I

tt
'A

A
A
A

The
Price
Makers

Makers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

O. C. WATSON

1908 CROP

'A

3

x x x

ALMONDS

'A

BOYS SUITS

ENGLISH WALNUTS
and

x x

AND WILL MOVE SOME
OFOIJI1 GOODS ATOXCE

Better Than the
THAT'S ALL

Change of Program

s

WE MUST

Show

CER6ERE, Manager for New Mexico

.

Clearing Sal

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co., I
of the Southwest

x x xx x x x x x x x

O.

X

X

X

X

C. A. BISHOP,

C WATSON

&

COMPANY

EV4P0RATED
PEACHES,

IF

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCALL
COTTAGE,
-:
ON US
::

PEARS,

N

APPRIC0TS

-:

PLUMS

New Figs

v

TABLE RAISINS
-

We Also Have

Several Business Properties For Sale.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

SEEDED RAISINS
and
CURRANTS

C

I T R

LEMON AND

O N

ORANGE PEEL

SWEET CIDER

HI HE & CO.
mi;

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HICKS

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Driven Furnished. Rates Right.

HAS.

Line.

A

NO

MILKS

1

III'

UKAU

KKAD DOWN

t:a

s

ON THE RETURN
TRIP HOME

Iaildoad; Timz Table.

flew fcjex'co Central

NO.

AltltuilH

IONS

T

t.

From Page Three.)

(Continued
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MASONIC.

r y it micuiY
If

Moutezuniu Lodge No

0 The conditions and causes which produce Rheumatism all suggest a

month of real work a month of work
enjoyed by aM. Record t'trget prac-lieis eagerly anticipated every year.
It. hi a lime that every sailor, no matter how now he may be in the service gets a chance at the guns provided lii:' lias shown any sort of aptitude
in the "ping-pongtrials which are
continuous aboard the men of war in
port, ami out. It is at. record practice
that the men attain the rank of "gun
politicly" and get a white star and

SOCIETIES

1, A. P. & A. M. Reg-

healthful vegetable remedy as the surest and safest cure. The disease is
ular communication
brought about by the accumulation of uric acid, an irritating,
first Monday of each
6,250
5 14
property in the blood. This causes a weakening and souring of the circulaMuiiiu'ty
pin
month
at
6.175
wiasonit
61
5 40 p m
Mclntosb
becomes
for
then
unfit
which
the
tion
nourishing
body, while the deposits
Lv.
Ar.
Hall at f r."?0 p. m.
6,140
68
K3TA.WIA
6 06 p m
and
in
bones
acid
the
of
uric
the
and
muscles,
nerves,
Ar.
joints
l.v.
produce
pain
J. A. MASSIE,6.125
6 39 p ill
80
W'illiard
agonv of Rheumatism. To treat the trouble with medicines containing pot11 55
6,210
92
7
I'roKroso
p ill
Worth Mmtr
ash or other strong minerals, is simply adding another poison to the already
11 35
6.295
7 2S p m
IllHIK'll
&LAN R. M'CORD,
10
45
It
6.475
8 10 p in
Lv.
Tomwii'O
Ar.
diseased
of
u,i
SecrwUry.
its remaining vitality, and perhaps in
,
blood, sapping it
weak,
10 50
"2 Ki'iv'iii
Ill
8 is p til"
""Ar,' 12 W i III
Tdi'i'iiiiiv
A',
the end making a physical wreck of the sufferer. The one safe and only cure
10 40 !l
Lv. 10
7 00 tl III
9 3d p in
p
Kansas City
Ar,
S.mt. Fe Chapter No,
for Rheumatism, is S. S. S. It is nature's remedy for this disease, made
10 02 V m
59 II
7 53 ii m
7 05 p III
St. Louis
9 00 p
11 Hn p ill
50 II
R. A. M.
'llU'lltfO
il 45 a m
from
healthful
extracted
from
the
herbs
Regular
roots,
vegetable
ingredients
entirely
15 p
6 20 p
8 ou
5 50 p ill
Kl 1'llSU
Ar.
in
and barks o the forest and fields. S. S. S. goes down into the blood and S V,.v'"
second Monday
crossed circle in iheir
of each mouth at
removes every trace of the cause of Rheumatism, cleanses and purifies the
Exclusive if
Tickets to all parts of the world. 3ullman berths reserved.
make a certain mark'. To be a circulation, and restores health and comfort to those who are
they
from
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
suffering
of
the various gun pointer means extra pay each
gency for all ocean steamship linea. Booklets and literature
S. SPITZ. H P.
this painful disease. There is but one way to be sure you are not dosing
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable information to travelers, month,
according to the class attain- your system with mineral medicines, and that is to take S. S. S. Book on ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
free upon application.
ed, and there is prize money for all, Rheumatism and any medical advice free.
last frtighi strvica to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
if the ship's guns as a whole make a
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
Santr, Fe Commander?
deserving record. The record practice
No. 1, K. T. Regular
J. P LYNG.
of last, spring developed an accuracy
CITY FRSiiTHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
conclave
fourth MonNebraska, Captain Reginald F. rent would be for the use of the rooms
and rapidity of fire never before atin each month at
25 p m
8 2ii p in
i 86 p in

r.v.

0
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5
4
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blouse-sleev-
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Ma-foni-

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Rata

Pacific

JfP
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Company.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1,
DAILY
10
10
10
10

It
11

11
12
12
8

8
84
4

4
35

6
6
7

..
7.
7.

00
12
35
50
05
20
45
20
45
80
50
15
45
55
60
15
35
08
10
23
45

f

Mllfls From
IHis

a, m.
a, m.
a, in.
a. m,
a. m,
a. 111
a. m.
p. m.
p. m,
p. 111.
p. tn.
p. Ill,

p in.
p.
p.
p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

III.

m.
m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Lv

Q

Moines,
KiiniHldo,
lU'dninn
Oapulln
Vitfil

20

Arr.
Lv.

42
49
58
56
68
77

;

M.

"
"
"

"
Thompson
"
Cunningham
"
Clifton House Junction

25
81
42

KATON N M'
Olifton House Junction

Preston

Arr,
Lv

49
45
38
32
29
24
18
7

Arr.
"

"

6
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2

0

Lv.
Lv

"
KoHlilor
"
Konhler Jnct,
Colfax
Oerrososo
Arr
CIMAKUON N. M.
Lv.
N. M,
Nash
Harlim
Uto Park

86
89
94

No 2
DAILY

Raton

N

IH'.s

11
18

49

Miles From

STATIONS,

Moines

12

7
13

12
11
11
11

23
20
33

tlO
9
9

41

Lv.
Arr
Lv

47

7

50
53

7
7

59

7

30
15
55
35
25
55
30
55
30
25
05
40
06
15
15
43
25
50
40
25
00

p, m,
p. m,
p. in,

p. m.
p. m.

p. 111,
p. m,

p.
p.
p.

111,
111
111,

p. m,

a. ni,

11'

111,

a. in.
a. 111.
a. in.
IV.

111.

a,
a.
a,
a.

in.
in,

tu.
tn.

Connects with E. P. & 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.

M., 6:15 p. rn.

t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines at follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. & 3. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
l S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
12, J, DEDJHAN.
W. A. CORMVN,
J. van HOUTEN;

Superintendent
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Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance

at 10:45

A.

JM.

at 5:30 P.M.

Be in El Paso

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant
journej via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
have occasion to go El Paso.
V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.

El Paso, Texas,

Direct Houte
TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

DENVER

&

i

CRUDE

RIM

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan couitry of Colorado.
For in'ormitioi a3 to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call on or address.
S K. HOOPER, G. P.
Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
' Santa Fe, N. M.
,

.

now being occupied by the officers of
the county, whereupon Mr. Armijo
stated that the rent paid for the same
rooms of the territory was $25 each
per month. The board after due consideration agreed to pay the amount
of $10 for each room per month.
The board ordered the probate clerk
to us'e he desk which was in the office of the county surveyor. Mr. Selso
Lopez was authorized by the board
to see about fixing the shelves for the
use of the county officers in the building now occupied by the officers of
the county.
The board ordered the different
county officers to make a repoi t to the
board of conditions of the public records in their offices as soon as coning.
venient.
The following resolution was unaniKentucky, Captain Walter C. Cow-lemously adopted by the board:
"Whereas, the court house was de
stroyed by fire on the Gth day of February, 1909, and the same was insured
in the sum of $20,079 in various insurance companies, and
Palace.
Whereas, it becomes necessary to
A. Mennett, East Las Vegas; R. E.
notify said insurance companies of the
W. E. Smith,
Curry, Denver;
loss sustained by the county, of Santa
James F. Fay, Tierra Amar-illa- ; Fe, according to the terms of said inHarry Leigh t, Kansas City; B. surance contract.
G. Carroll and wife,
Boise; C. S. GorNow, therefore, be it resolved that
man, Chicago; Elmer E. Studley, Ra- the chairman of this board, Hon. I.
ton; Mrs. J. B. Read, Tierra Amarilla; Sparks, and district attorney E. C.
J. P. Conner, city; William H. Hack, Abbott be authorized and empowered
A. H. DiMike, Denver; R. E. Twitch-ell- , to
take all necessay steps for the adLas Vegas; M. A. Norton, St. justment of the collection of the enLouis; E. B. Williamson, Denver; A. tire face value "of the different poliL. Sanderson, Kansas City;
G. L. cies."
Knight, Albuquerque; H. M. Sweezy,
Mr.
Celso Lopez informed the
Las Vegas; H. ,G Hook and wife, Dav- board that he had
employed Mr. Igna-cl- o
enports W. II. Nelson, Detroit.
Romero as night watchman and
. Claire.
the salary the board agred to pay at
L. A. Flemister, Kansas City; L. C. the rate of $40 per month, being the
Leonard, Chicago; O. L. Thrallkill, same salary as the janitor is now reOklahoma City; Thomas Trijo, Al- ceiving.
The hoard authorized the probate
calde; C. I. Weber, St. Joseph; W. E.
Kuffer, Chicago; J. C. Leavelle, Tai-ba- clerk to pay the men who helped in
J. B. Rusk, Chama; Mr. and Mrs. the moving of the records and removT. K. Birkhaeuser, Racine, Wisconing of the furniture that was saved
The
sin; Robert E. Morrison, Prescott, from the county court house.
Ariz.; C. F. White, Chicago; T. P. The amount allowed to each person by
Talle, Gallup; Jackson Agee, Silver the board was $3.50. The following
City; L. P. Thomas ,Jr., Cincinnati; persons being the ones who performed
G. A. Laney, St. Louis; C. H. Han-nuthe work: Juvericio Quintana, AnMelrose; Mrs. J. C. Rasmussen, tonio Sedillos1, Melquiades Quintana,
Kan.; W. L. Bullis, A. T. Widnur, Leandro Padilla, Canuto Gonzales. RaAlamogordo; Frank F. Jennings, Wil-lar- fael Herrera, Benito Romero, BoniE. H. Bierbaum, Andres Gand-ert- , facio
Archuleta,
Sanchez, .Abran
Mora; W. W. Smith, H. C. Daugh-erty- , Pablo Archuleta, C. H. Styles, Nicolas
"- B. W. Newlee, Las Vegas; C. A. Maes, Feliciano Sena,
W.
Harwas auboard
Dr.
Denver;
Siringo,
George
The chairman of the
rison, Albuquerque; George W. Law, thorized to insure recoids tnd fixtures
Willard; F. W. McNamara, Chicago; belonging to the county of Santa Fe.
J. H. Herman, Wichita; Wr. H. Vassar,
The following resolution was unaniRomeo, Colo.; W. A. Tnllock, El Paso; mously adopted by the board:
II. M. Jenkinson, St. Louis; F. S.
Wheraas, the weights and measures
Brown, Eugene J. H. Roy, Roy; A. G. and all toois belonging to the office
Polock, Washington, D. C.
of the inspector of weights and measNormandie.
ures have been totally destroyed by
Monte Vista, Colo.;
I. Huffman,
fire and there is consequently no work
Caspar Lynn, Tularosa; G. E, San-- ' pertainiog to said office possibly to be
Francisco Luna y
eh'ez,
Socorro;
done, until such time as the said
Chavez, Magdalena; W, T, Alfred and weights and measures and tools can
wife, Hobart, Okla.; Julius Meyer, be procured;
Estancia; Charles A. Stevens, LinNow, therefore, be it resolved that
coln; L. M. Mclntyre, Stanley; P. S.
said office of Inspector of weights
the
Gambot, La Junta.
measures for the county of Santa
and
Coronado.
be and the same is hereby abolN. C. Hunter, Boston; T. W. de Fe
and the clerk is hereby ordered
ished,
P. H. Thull,
Yampert, Durango;
to send a copy of this resolution to
G.
A.
Raton; Frank Wood, Aztec;
said officer now acting in that capaciPollock, Washington, D. C; C. Hardty...
ing.
The board instructed the county officers to fix their offices and be ready
SPECIAL MEETING.
for business as soon as possible.
1908.
February 8,
The following resolution was unaniCommissionof
Board
Thfi
County
ers- met in special session with the mously adopted:
Whereas, the court house of the
following members present; Hon. I.
Ortiz
Jose
Hon.
y
of Santa Fe was destroyed by
county
chairman;
Sparks,
Pino, Hon. Aldredo Lucero, commis- fire on the evening of February 6,
sioners; and George W. Armijo, clerk. 1909, and as a result the county ofresolution was ficers have been compelled to take up
The - following
temporary quarters and causing much
adopted unanimously by the board;
"Be it resolved that for the purpose confusion until such time as the said
of ascertaining, if possible the cause officers can get located permanently
of the fire at the court house, and for the indulgence is requested by the
the general Information of the board board of county commissioners from
and public that the following persons' the public and the public is requested
be summoned to appear before the to be as lenient as possible in the
board in Tuesday, the 9th at 10 o'clock demands upon the various offices In
Celso Lo- the performance of their official dua. rn., as follows,
Charles
W.
ties.
Armijo,
George
pez,
The board .adjourned, subject to the
Tranquilino Roibal, Fred
Trinidad
of the chairman.
call
Alfredo
Hinojoos,
Lopez,
Alarid, F. C. Wilson, Mrs. George W.
For That Terrible Itching.
Armijo, all these persons to be notified by the chair and any others that
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep
may have any Information in this con- their victims in perpetual torment.
of Chamberlain's
nection tq give the board of county The application
commissioners."
Salve will instantly allay this itching,
The board unanimously authorized and many cases have been cured by
Mr. Celso Lopez to employ a night' its use. For sale by all druggists.
ief.
watchman for the purpose of guardConnecticut,
The seals and record hooks for no
(flagship), Captain ing the offices of the connty treasurer
and
assessor
Hugo Osterhaus.
taries
public for sale by the New
county'
collector,
and
Kansas, Captain Charles E. Vree-lan- county clerk and recorder, and in-- Mexican Printing company at very
ptructed Mr. Lopez that he said watch- reasonable rates. Seals for incorporMinnesota, Captain John Hubbard. man shall be in attendance at'" said ated companies are also handled. Call
Vermont, Captain Frank F. Fletch- building during all hours of the night. at or address the New Mexican Printer.
ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
, Afternoon Session,
Nicholson.
Captain" W. II. H.
New Jersey,
Southerland.
Rhode Island, Captain Joseph B.
M unlock.
Second squadron,
third division,
Hear Admiral Seaton Schroder, commanding.
Louisiana, (flagship), Captain Kossuth Nlles.
Missouri, Captain Robert M. Doyle.
Ohio, Captain Thomas B. Howard.
Virginia, Captain Alexander Sharp.
Fourth division, Rear Admiral W.
B. Potter, commanding.
Wisconsin (flagship) Captain Frank
E. Beatty.
Illinois, Captain John M. Bowyer.
Kearsage, Captain Hamilton Hutch-

tained.
After Mngdalena came the excurs
ion of the fleet to the California re
sorts and there was apparently a nev
program of merrymaking. At
San Diego (C'oronado Beach), at the
ports of Los Angeles, at Santa Barbara, at Monterey, Santa Cruz and
San Francisco, the people of California received the fleet with vivid acclaim, ft was the first time that such
an array of fighting vessels had been
seen on the Pacific coast and California celebrated with a hospitality for
which the people of the state are noted. A trip to Paget. Sound took the
fleet to Seattle, Tacoma and Belling-haand these cities offered an entertainment which ranked with the
very best of the entire trip.
When the ships set sail out of San
Francisco for the return trip there
were many predictions that they
would be left in the Pacific and that
events might make such a course
invitations had been acdesirable,
cepted for visits to Australia, to China
and Japan, and there was never a
deviation from the outlined plar.n. The
fleet had done exactly what the authorities at Washington said it would,
but in a manner which surprised and
gratified them to the fullest extent.
The story of the fleet's visit to
Honolulu, to Auckland, Sidney, Melbourne and Albany in Australia; to
Yokohoma, to Amoy, to Manila and to
the the ports of call on the way home
through the Suez are too recent to
need recall. The welcome extended
in "Australia and Japan left nothing to
be asked either in lavishness of entertainment or in sincerity of purpose.
The battleships, had their schedule
brought them sooner to the eastern
end of the Suez, might have played
a notable part in succoring the stricken people in Messina. As it was the
services of the ships were offered,
but the relief plans had already developed so as not to require them. In
a way the battleship fleet, however,
accomplished much. Store ships laden with supplies for the fighting vessels were
despatched by the home
government and officers and men were
glad to give up the solid foodstuffs
and delicacies to the earthquake sufferers. A large sum of money was
contributed from the fleet and the
first divison of .four vessels
under
Admiral Sperry culled .at Naples to
express sympathy and sorrow. The
battleship Illinois was the only one of
the American fighting vessels to realThis
ly enter the earthquake zone.
ship went to Messina and 400 American sailors searched the ruins until
they had recovered the bodies of
American Consul Cheney and his wife.
After visits to various Mediterranean ports and accepting the hospitalities of half a dozen nations, the
sixteen ships gathered again at
and sailed for home Saturday, February 6. They will be met at
sea, 1,000 miles from shore, by the
third or "home" squadron of the Atlantic fleet, consisting of four battleships and five cruisers. Even the last
leg of the famous journey is to he
given over to work. There will be
daily drills and maneuvers and inspection by the commander-in-chie- f
of every vesel on the way over. Pres- dent Roosevelt will greet the fleet
on February 22, from the bridge of
the Mayflower, at the point) from
which he bade farewell
fourteen
months ago.
There will be two strangers in the
fleet when it reaches here the
and the Wisconsin, both Pacific-built
which replaced the Maine
and Alabama, detached at San Francisco, and sent home in advance. The
Maine will be the flagship
of the
welcoming squadron.
At Manila Bay the ships spent, three
weeks at the target, engaged in full
battle practice. Battle practice is at
much longer range than record practice and is really a test of what the
developed at record prac
tice can do when the ships are firing
under battle conditions and at battle
distance. The battle practice at Manila, held under .the new fire control
system, showed an improvement in
many instances of 100 per cent over
the gunnery records of a year ago.
The composition of the fleet as it
returns is as follows:
First squadron, first division, Rear
Admiral Charles S. Sperry, commander-in-ch-

s.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

t:

gun-pointe-

-

.

Second division,
Rear Admiral
February 9, 1909.
Legal blanks both English
Richard Walnwright,
commander.
On motion of Mr,' Alfredo Lucero
'
to
was
asked
W.
Spanish for sale by the New
Lieutenant Mr. George
Armijo
Georgia
(flagship),
Commander G. W. Kline.
inform the board as to how much the ican Printing company.
i

and
Mex-

c

day
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. in.
H. F. STEPHENS. E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection Nn 1
Ancient and Accepted
bcottish Rite of Free Mascnrv meete
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:d0 o'clock in the evening in
14th degree,

Masonic Hall,
Visiting Scottish
dially invited to
CHAS.

south side of Piaz.
Rite Masons are cor

attend.
A. WHEELON,

32,

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

14,

Secretary
U.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Long No. 460. B. P. 0. &
holds its regular session on the aeo-nd and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcoma.
T. P. GABL1,
Exalteo' Ruler.
J. D. SENA.
Secretary

Excursions
DRY FARMING CONGRESS,
CHEYENNE, WYO
Peby. 23, 25.

$21.05
Dates of Sale, Peby 19 20 21 22,
R turn Limit March 2nd, 1909.
Reason Enthroned.
Because meats are so tasty they are
consumed in great excess. This leads
to stomach troubles, biliousness and
Revise your diet, let
constipation.
reason and not a pampered appetite
control, then take a few doses of
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets and you will soon be well
again. Try it. For sale at all druggists. Samples free.
-

The New Mexican Printing company hav prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the po ce. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, had full
index In front and the rees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, socages civil and 320 pages
criminal.' To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.73
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket,' or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
-

printed heading ia wanted.

Ask Yourself the Question.
Why not use. Chamberlain's Pain
Balm when you have rheumatism?
We feel sure that the result will be
prompt and satisfactory. One application relieves the pain and many
have been permanently cured by its
use. ' 25 and 50 cent sizes. For sale
..
by all druggists.

The New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pads, and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere.
We will sell them at 5 cents in book
form.
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City of the Estan :ia Valley

MEW

METROPOLIS OF

FUTURES! RAIL ROAD

LOCATED ONIBELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY '

NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WIL LARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance (Jounty iNew Mexico Was laid out in tne tali ot m.--. it is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 mnabiiaots. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runrine1 east and west from
Chicago to all California points and tha New Mexico Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection wun cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade; energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
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Encourage the Building of more Homes
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we will give one adjoining lot

BELEN,

FFEE to a purchaser of a resilience lot,
This Opportunity is Extended for a Limited Time
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Town Lot Free
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Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable
.

semi-annuall-

$
JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,
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Catholic Cathedral.
The first mass at 7 o'clock was said
who also
by Father
Fourchegu,
sermon.
The
a
short
second
preached
mass at 9:30 was said by Father
Hartman, the sermon being preached
toy Father Fourchegu.
Father Hart-ma- n
also said the last mass, being a
high mass, at 10:30. A forcible sermon was preached in Spanish by
Father Collin, on "The Prophecies of
Christ." At 2 p. m. Sunday school
was taught and at 4 o'clock Vespers
took place.
The Gospel read at all the masses
yesterday was taken from St. Luke,
Chapter 8, verses 4 to 1G, as follows:
4. And when a very great multitude was gathered together, and hastened out of the cities unto him, he
spoke by a similitude.
5. The sower went out to sow his
seed. And as he sowed, some fell by
the wayside, and it was trodden down,
and the fowls of the air devoured it.
6. And other some fell upon
a
rock; and as soon as it was sprung
up, it withered away, because it had

going their way, are choked with the
cures and riches and pleasures of this
lifv'., and yield no fruit.
lr.. But that on the good ground,
are they who in a good and perfect,
heart, hearing the word, keep it, and
bring forth fruit in patience.
St. John's M. E.
Rev. E. C. Anderson preached in
the morning upon "Abraham Lincoln,"
text, Isaiah I. iii:3: "He is despised
and rejected of men, a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief; and
we hid as it were our faces from Him;
He was despised and we esteemed
Him not."
Mr. Anderson drew sa parallel between Christ and Lincoln, the text reHe showed
ferring to the former.
how Lincoln is an Illustration of the
life and teachings of Christ. "Lincoln was a man of sorrows; he was
not only a martyr when the assassin's
bullet went crashing through his
brain, but through all the dark years
of the war he was a constant martyr.
His life was one of sorrows and disHe was misunderappointments.
stood and misapprehended.
He was
religious and believed in God and a
divine providence.
He believed implicitly in prayer and, when praying
for the country and the Federal soldiers, he did not forget hia enemies.
He was a total abstainer from strong
drink. He was of a kind, forgiving
nature. His death brought sadness
to the whole nation and even as the
Saviour was not fully appreciated until after the crucifixion so Lincoln was
not fully appreciated and understood
until years after."
Mr. Anderson
gave many illustrations from the life
of Lincoln to demonstrate his char-

ADDRESS

&

when I got out of bed and tried to
walk across the room. I could not
ter.
I staggered like a drunken
walk.
At the Penitentiary.
man. I tried to get to my windows
The boys at the penitentiary heard to look out. I said to my wife, 'The
an impressive sermon on the ten Vir- world has come to an end and the
gins, given by Rev. M. H. Williams, Lord is coming, and then I laughed.'
the drummer preacher, yesterday af My wife said, 'don't laugh.' Why
ternoon, the basis of the sermon be-- ! not? My fait h in Iiim stood the test
ing "Ten Maidens" of long ago.
and I was ready to meet him. Would
Mr. Williams preached in the " h ii" yiu meet htm with terror or with joy?
twenty years ago; also eight years If you love a person as you love your
ago. There was not one present yes- mother, you will plan to meet them.
terday at the services that was pres- If your love for Jesus has the right
ent twenty or eight years ago. Mr. ring in it you will make the best
Williams asked all to raise their preparation to meet him. Five were
hands that were present then, and not
a hand went up. At the close of the
address five men stood up and requested the evangelist to pray for
them. As the pirsoners passed out
Mr. Williams stood at the door and
shook hands with everyone and gave
them a God bless you. The drummer
peacher has spoken in many of the
larger prisons of this country and
knows how to appeal to men who are
under the rod, for he has been there
were admitted to membership

by

himself.

Evangelist"

Williams

last night by a large congregation at the revival meeting at
was greeted

1

5

t

the Lutheran church.
The preacher chose as the theme
for his discourse the "Parable of the
Ten Virgins." Among other things
he said:
"A parable is an illustration of
fact; it Is not a fable. The ten virgins, ten nice people, as nice as any
ten
people In New Mexico, represent
9... And his disciples
asked him
ten baptized peoten
churchmembers,
be.
what this parable might
ple, ten who had joined the church.
10. To whom he said:
To you it
If. baptisms, joining the church and
is given to know the jnystery of the
taking the Lord's supper does not lead
to
rest
of
in
but
the
God;
kingdom
Rev. W. A. Williams.
and help you to get the oil of salvaparables, that seeing they may not
of
be
left
outside
will
you
tion,
acter.
not
see, and hearing may
understand,
heaven.
Of these ten virgins re11. Now the parable is this: The
In the evening
the theme was ferred to In
'
the text, only half were wise, five foolish. It is wise from a
God.
is
seed
the "word of
v.
"Chaplain McCabe" and the text,
'
ready and half were not ready. If half ' business standpoint to be a Christian.
12. And they by the wayside are Psalm xxxvii:23:
"The steps of a this
crowd, half of the people of this When I went on the road years ago
they that hears then the devil cometh, good man are ordered of the Lord and
and taketh the word from their heart he delighteth in the way." Mr. An- beautiful Capital City, went forth to selling goods, I could very easily fall
meet him face to face would they be
lest believing they should be saved.
derson dwelt upon the life of this
How do you feel about meet-- j in with the drummer who would drink
13. Now they upon the rock, .are great orator and singer, who probably ready.
Does the thought fill you even to drunkenness. The drinking,
him?
ing
they who when they hear, receive the brought 10,000 souls to the Saviour with
drummer is
joy or do you draw back? My card playing, bummingnumber.
word with joy; and these have no and raised a million, dollars for ben- wife and
The
I were in the great quake at fast becoming a back
roots; for they believe for a while, evolent enterprises. He spoke of his San Francisco.
men
with
little
the
pitcher
My wife woke me and traveling
and in time of temptation, they fall life in Libby prison and the lecture
on their coat collars are becoming a
said, 'Papa, "there is an earthquake.'
he afterwards delighted
away,
audiences The house was rocking, the window mighty Gideon's army. The large
"
are
14. And that which fell among with up and down the land.
weights were pounding away.the rock- business Interests of this country
At the evening service two persons ing hairs were all rocking in the room. drawing the line on the drinker.
thorns, are they who have heard, and
"It is a wise thing from a health
standpoint to be a Christian. We pay
too many doctor bills because of sin.
CONTAINS NO Why, it is sin. The word of God
strictly obeyed is the best law ot
H ARMFUL
health, wise from a beauty standpoint.
Now, I am not as good looking as I
DRUGS
was, but I look better than
I
Cures Coughs, Colds; Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat Th Qtnuin to b fkt formerly
I did when I was drinking Missouri
t
dew or
nigger
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
PACKAn mountain The
devil brands all of his
whiskey.
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.
.
goats and he burns them deep, so you
no moisture.
7. And other ... some fell
among
thorns growing up with it, choked it.
8. And other some fell upon good
ground; and being sprung up, yielded
fruit a hundred-fold- .
Saying these
things, he cried out: He that hath
ears to hear, let him hear.
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Improvement Co.

carry around with you a photo of your
life right in. your face. The sun of
righteousness shining in your heart
brings the rose of Sharon to your

let-

j

"Drummer
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The Belen Town

INEOllMATION

New F(exico,

SUNDAY IN
THE CHURCHES

THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00 AND BUSINESS
LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500-00-

AND OTHEli

of Company.

Willard,

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

EOH MAPS

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

: :

There are absolutely ro restrictions as to the
class of building oie shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.

Vice-Pre- s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

j

cheek. Violated law physical or divine, leaves its mark on the dial of
your body, which is your face. I am
sure I could walk the streets of Santa
Fe and pick out seventy-fivpeople
out of every hundred I would pass and
tell you if they are living a clean life
by looking them in the face.
"What did these virgins do? Why,
they did nothing. Christ did not
charge them with any great sin, but
they just slumbered. All we need to
do to lose our soul is just do nothing.
The sin of the church today is doing
nothing. I think there are more professed Christians walking the streets
today on their way to hell for just
doing nothing than there are drunkards. The sin of the rich was that he
just let Lazarus lay at his gate unFor doing this his tongue
relieved.
burned and could not be cooled if he
had all the water of the frozen sea
turned on him. Many have already
lost their talent and are binding
themselves hand and foot, ready to be
cast into the lake of fire. What for?
They have been unprofitable servants.
"You cannot do in a moment all
that you should have been doing all
your lives. A deathbed salvation is
hardly probable.
"At the best we are unprofitable
servants. Be ye doers of the Word."
e

First Presbyterian.

Communion was celebrated yesterday forenoon at he First Presbyterian
church. Five persons were admitted
to membership in the congregation,
four adults and a' son of the pastor,
Rev. J. W. Purcell, D. D.
In the evening the pastor spoke upon "The Bondage of an Evil Choice,"
text, 2 Chron. xxvt 9. "What Am I
to do for the 100 talents which I
have given to the army of Israel? The
man of God answered, Jehovah is able
j to
give thee much more than this."
The speaker showed how the young
king, not a bad man but very ambidepleted
tious, finding his armies
from an unholy alliance asks this
question. "The young king knew
that God would not bless an unholy
instrument but still he had wasted his
money In purchasing such an unholy
service so he says to theprophet, ,
'Yes, I know that Israel is wicked-but I've already paid over my 100 talents of silver. Now what shall I do?'
From this fact of ancient history
we can draw many applications for
today. Such facts are in evidence every hour and not a minute passes but
some soul is at the gate of choice and
strikes its own death knell, for man
always enters thraugh the gates of
will power to his dark world of misery or his bright world of Joy. Each

h nil i Q
FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,
Palace avenue.

181

FOR SALE Good
upright piano;
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
FOR RENT

A modern

cottage on Grant Avenue.
the New Mexican office.
FOR SALE

A

secona-linnc-

.

seven-roo-

Apply

at.
;

steam

boiler in good condition. It will bo
disposed of at very low price. Apjly
to the New Mexican Priuting
man dies in his own chosen world of

heaven or hell. Each orders his own.
crown of thorns or, of gold. Each
MU his own
or joy. Such
ii the power and heritage of individu-

al choice."

Episcopal.
Rev. W. R. Dye spoke yesterdav
morning in the Church of the Hofv
Faith from Matthew viii:ll, 12. He
said: "It may be commonplace to
say that people do not appreciate the
blessings they are horn to and enjoy
without laboring to bring them about.
People born in a civilized country do
not know what it means to live where
tyranny reigns, and one man's will i3
law. We inherit so naturally these'
blessings we do not stop to consider
what they mean to- us. But the
greater our privileges and- - blessings
the greater our responsiblites. The
Jews rightly believed they were God's
chosen people, but they did not take
a world view of the blessings, and
kept them in their own narrow
bounds. So God chose the great
Roman nation to carry what they
failed to do.
"Just as God has placed upon us
great blessings so has he placed upon
So many
us great responsibilties.
neglect their opportunities and duties,
and their blessings may therefore be
taken away. Ours is a Christian nation and we have Christian duties as
well as civic ones. Every one Is responsible to help the Christian cause
which has done so much to bring
'about our present conditions. If we
do not live up to our religion we are
going to have something inferior. Men
'who accept the blessings and privil-- (
eges of Christianity ought to realize
, the
responsibilties and duties of the
Christian life and live up to them for
the good of the country. If a Christian nation does not realize its responsibilties God will choose some inferior nation as we think, to carry on
his work."
-
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moved that, the chair appoint a committee of three to investigate these
reports and to determine whether any
member had received any consideration for the passage ' of any new
county bill. Speaker Miera resented
this motion and in an eloquent and
impassioned address maintained that
such a charge was a disgrace and
that every member should consider
himself a committee to refute the dastardly charge. The motion of Baker
was stricken from the records.
Gallegos was called to the chair.
The following bills were introduced:
House Bill No. 13, by Chaves of
Sierra, to permit the sale of cider and
wine made from apples and grapea
grown in New Mexico without paying
a license.
House Bill No. 139, an act appropriating $33,500 to complete the capitol
extension and executive mansion, nnd
furnish the executive mansion. The
bill was passed unanimously under
suspension of the rules, Baca explaining his vote and being applauded for
hia stand for the bill, although it
senied a reflection upon him that his
bill of similar tenor had failed of
passage last week.
House Bill No. 140, by Bushkevitz,
an act to amend Section 3902, of the
compiled Laws of 1897. Referred to
the committe on Judiciary.
House Bill No. 141, by Baker, an
act to create a corporation commis
sion for regulation of railway, express, telegraph and telephone companies. Referred to the committee on
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